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Senate backs
student petition
.

.

.

-

President Rev. James E. Hoff, SJ.,
Vice President for Student DevelSenior Colllriblllor
At their meeting yesterday, Stu- opment Dr. Ron Slepitza and
dent Senate voted 13~0. with on~ Xavier University's Board ofTrus~abst~ntion, in favor of the resolu- · ees.
tion to add sexual orientation to the
The resolution requests the aduniversi ty's non-discrimination ministration· decide on the matter
clause..
- within 45 days of its adoption.
Prior to the. voting,_ senate met
With tremendous· support from
the students and faculty - more ·with administrators to discuss the
than 1,200 signed the petition call- history of the issue and. the tradiing for the addition - the senate tional responses of the administravcite confirmed what many already tion.
believed: Homosexuality is an isSlepitza and Executive Director ·
sue at Xavier. ·
of Student Services Dr. Luther
"!think this is a great first step. Smith attended the meeting and
The students have spoken," said said the well-being ofall individusophomore Chris Se_elbach. als of the Xavier community, as
"The students are the school, and well as ~hat it means to be a Cathoit's very clear the students think this lie university were the two key facis the right thing to do. Without the tors involved.
studs;:nts, no faculty, no administra"How does an institution affirm
tors, no Board. of Trus.tees would its people and represent the Catho- .
have jobs," Seelbach said.
lie Church? That is the challenge,"
The resolution cites the Cat- Slepitza said.
He also pointed out that despite
echism of the Catholic Church, the
American Catholic Bishops' letter, the affirmation of homosexual inAlways Our Children, and the 13 . dividuals found in Always Our Chilother Jesuit_ colleges arid universi- dren and the Catechism itself, the
ties with sexual orientation in their archdiocese has not opted to include
· · non•discrimination clauseS ..as evi~ · sexual orientation in its own non"' dence that thi.s . rnC!tion. \sin keep- .discrimination clause.
.· Another concerh,according to
ing with theC.attiolic identity of the
university, one of the chief.concerns Slepitza, is the difference between
what sexual .orientation means to
of administrators.
A copy ofthe petition signatures the university and what it means to.
. ..
will be sent·along with the sexual civil courts.
orientation resolutionto University
See Petition, page 3

BY LORAINE CROUCH

· , -STYUKA he~dliherWi.l_ly:Port~r played to an adorini~row~-las~· Satl.!rday at the· O;Conri~r .·
Sporwcenter because inclement weather moved the'·anhual STYUKAcharity concert·
indoors. 'Ftom late afternoon well into late evening, Xavier students, little sibs and College
· Friends playedc:ar!1iva_l-style games and enjoyed· a s~ries of featured bands,induding Porter,
Chris DiCroce andTrifecta; ·Proceeds wentto,the.Cincinnati B.oysaridGirl~_(lub.

·Cle11ea~ bloc:k~de···i:mpede~· . campus·.traffic
.

·.

'

. .

·..
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Drivers attempting to travel
down Cleneay Avenue last Friday
. ran in~o an unexpected inconvenience - the road was blocked.
The city of Norwood temporarily
blocked the street while implementing a gate, which Will be used to
reroute traffic. during major events
held·at the Cintas Center.
As a result of mounting concerns
from area residents regardfog excess traffic during Cintas Center
events, Norwood Mayor Joseph
Hochbein and Norwood Safety Director Cliff Miller decided to install
the gate in an effort to deter traffic
from exiting onto Montgomery
Road.
·
"My primary concern was that
Cleneay Avenue. and Montgomery
Ro~d would.be the main egress and
ingress to the Cintas Center," said

Miller. ~·we don't want to have the
same situation we.'ve had in North
. .Norwood due. to traffi6 from Cincinnati Gardens."
Since construction of the Cintas ·
Center began, Xavier and Norwood
have had numerous discussions
concerning the impact it would
have on surrounding neighborhoods.
The city of Norwood, however,
did not inform Xavier prior to installing the gate.
"No one directly contacted
· Xavier, but we received a letter from
the mayor saying he felt our nego- ·
tiations with Norwood were not
sufficient, and that he was authoriii ng the safety director to take
further action," said Administrative '
Vice President John Kucia. "This
i~ the only warning we had."
According to Miller, Hochbein
announced at his last address to city
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."We aresurpris~d
and feel it's unfair
that such a rash act
was taken, but .we're
still ready to work
this· out and move
on. "
-

Administrative Vice
Pres'ident John Kucia

couricil that co;,,munication
be.
.
tween Norwood and Xavier had
broken down.
"We have been discussing in
good faith for a long time," said
Kucia. "W~ are surprised and feel
it's unfair that such a rash act was

OP-=-ED:

XU police break up
auto theft ring
PAGE2

taken, b~t we're still ready tb work
. this out and move on.'" .
In an article printed in The Cilicinnati. En~tiii'~f: on Tuiisday regarding the installation of the gate,
Miller stated Norwood expects between 4;000 and 5,000 cars during
major events at the Cintas Center, a
number they fear will cause excess
traffic. According to Kucia, this estimate is too high.
· ·
"l think people are not accurately informed, and the numbers
·being used are overstated and exaggerated," said Kucia. "We only
expect between 2,700to 3;000 cars,
which wili leave through five or six
. exits, not just Cleneay.''
In an attempt to relieve the burden of increased traffic in Norwood,
Xavier is planning to build a road
which will connect the Cintas Center to Dana Avenue. The two-lane
road will run through Xavier's

SPORTS:

Controversial issues:
rape, abortion, diversity
PAGES

·Baseball 6-0
in A-10 pfoy
PAGE 12

property and the Cincinnati Bell lot,
.and· is expected to be completed
September of 2000.
. : "We hope to have as many as six
access routes out of the Cintas Center," said Xavier Director of Media
Relations Kelly Leon: "The goal is
to minimize inconvenience and disruption for neighbors.''
In addition to the blockade on
Cleneay Avenue, Norwood is looking into additional ways to reduce
traffic congestion on other streets.
"I have residents who want to
see the gates up 24 hours a day,"
said Miller. "I'm not going to .do
that, though."
"The Cintas Center and Xavier
in general has done nothing but help
this neighb~rhood," said junior
Steven Bielechi. "If the city of
Norwood doesn't want to see economic growth and increased revenue, that's their probiem:"

DIVERSIONS:
The great coffee
house crusade
PAGE 14-15
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>Melissa Currence, Editor
>News Room: 745~3122
>NEWS@xavier.xu.edu

XU police bust car thieves

Make new friends

MELISSA CURRENCE·

Interlink, an international peer ·
mentoring program, is .seeking
. applications for the 2000-0_1
school year. Peer mentors can be
Americ:an or international students who want to aid in
acclainating new internat_iona:l
students to Xavier and American
life. stop by the department of
.modern languages on the first
floor of Schott or the Romero
Center for info or applications.

On Friday,' April 7, at approximately 6 a.m., Xavier Safety and
Security apprehended a su.spect incar break-ins
volved in the·. recent
-'·
. and thefts on caJ.llpus. The suspect
gave inforn:iation leading to the ar. rests ofthree involved in a suspected grand theftauto ring.
According to.Xavier Police
Chief Mike Couch, these suspects
are possibly involved with at least
. four or five other auto break~ins on
campus.
"The perpetrators were picking ·
cars that are easier to· steal, stripping them down for quick cash,"
according to Couch.
Xavier University Police 9f- ·
ficer Julie Breyer noticed a car being driven out pf contr.ol. in the

Recycle your
education
From Monday, May l through
Thrusday, May 4 there will be
collection boxes marked "Books
for Africa;' located iii the bookstore. Students are invited to donate. textbooks to be· sent to ·
eleven schools in Africa which
are in desperate need of the supplies. Donations of textbooks in ·
any subjects are welcomed. :'·
··· ..
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Campus News Editor

South lot during aroutine patrol.
Breyercalledforbackupwhilethree
suspects ran. from two different lo- .
cations from the South lot.
. Xavier Corporal Jeffery
· Newman cha~ea on foot two SUSpects after he spotted them at the · · ·
O'Connor Sports Center. Newman

'1a. m ve_-ryproud
that the quick
thinking and quick .
,.{'
· ·· ,n;
,·
action 01 OUr 011 "CefS
pursued one suspect into a back- . resulted in these
yard ori Dana Avenue an,d .appre.
"_
hended him.···
·arrests.
.

"[This incident] shows that ev~
ery officeratXavier is dedicated in
fighting crime,"· said Couch ...
"I am very proud that the quick
thinking and quick action· of our
officers resulted in these arrests,"
he said.
'
The suspect gave information
about the others involved. Shortly
after; ~wo more suspects were ap-.
prehended by Cincinnati police 'on

· -· Mike Couch',,
Campus police chief
--.,,.-.--...,.--------ForestAvenue in North Avondale.
. All three juvenile suspects were
booked on various charges.
· : Three cars were recovered·· two from· downtown and one from

River Road on the West side.
"This type of activity is hard
.to catch because (the perpetrators]
are mobile and transient," said
Couch.
Th~ security strategy for campus wa~ altered in response to the
number of car break-ins on campus.
According to Couch, Safety and
Security. ha ye focused more on
building' security but. have .added
more parking lot patrols.
"There's a rieed to have a more
·visible presence on.campus ·to·deter crime like ·a secure camera. I
,. don,'t feel that my car is safe," said
junior Kevin Moeller.
''..Our campus feels safe and the
parking l9ts need to be inorepatrolled because is a buffer for
safety on cam1ms'," he said.

it

Habitat finishes·· DiCroce rocks
X_AVIE~ HABITAT TO DEDiCATE SECOND HOUSE.

· teers every other Saturday.
.
· In addition to physical· labor,·. .
Xavier's Habitat for Hum·anity · families can help with office work· ~ .
The Senior Retreat will be
will be dedicating their second fin- and other Ha bi tat houses under con~
held on·Friday, May 5 and Saturished house on Sunday, April 16. structioli.
. . . .
day, May ~-before .Senior Week.
.
The three-bedroom
has been
The mortgage Ms.Adams and
.
·.. ··.house
.
. .
The retreatis free ofcharge.Call ·
under construction since last Octo- other families pay'is recyC!ed back
745-3567 for any last spaces.
ber.
to Cincinnati Habitat for HumanHope Adams, the recipient of the ity.
house, is the mother of two young
~ost of the mortgages average
·
sons,
Tony
and
Terrenc:e
..
The
hot:ne
$50,000
.. The mortgage rate is in~
The Millennium Take Back
is
located
.at
3633
Clarion
Ave.·
in
'
·fluenced
by the family's· income
the:Night March and CandleEvanston.
and
roughly
equals what the famlight Vigil. will be held on Thurs~
·Xavier
Habitat·
fundraising
wouid
pay
in rent.
.
ily
day, April 27, beginning at 7 p;m.
·
·
·
While
the
house
is
finished
with
spanned
over
a
year
since
the
with an assembly at BiCentennial ·
completion
of
the
first
house
on
counters,
floorings,
painti'ng
of
tlie
Commons downtown and conHackberry
Avenue
·~nd
continued
walls~
and
the
light
fixture.
installa-.
·· ·
cluding at the World Peace BelL .·
during
.the
.home's.
construction;·
tion,
the
family
receives
$500
to
The goal of the event is to rai.se
Grant. writing; donut and bagel be spent on _house additions as they
·community awareness of sexual
sales,
Blues Night and the sales of wish. The family chooses the intecrimes and violence.
cookbooks all contributed to the rior color scheme.· ·
money the Xavier Chapter needed
The application process·for ·
to raise. to. complete the project.
those interestec(fo Habitat house
Chris Dicroce played with .his ban·d; Frida~.'April •B.. the
The daily Lenten reflection
With over 100 Xavier Habitat includes an interview ~nd a· credit
STYUKA
Charity Festival in the O'Connor Sport Center gym.
. ·
.
by Xavier community members
members and SAFECO Insurance· check..
Local,
regional
and national talen.t graced the stage.•. During
may be accessed on. weekdays
· and Turner Construction workers
"There. was good weather and ·
Willy
Porter's
set,
the headlining act, there was a small .
during Lent by. clicking on
and volunteers; the house was com-. lots of dedicated volunteers who
accidential
fire~
It
was caused by a lighter fluid container left
"Spiritual. Developmen,t'~ under · . pleted sooner ~han scheduled'. .
gave. us hope for. the cause," said
on
a
cafeteria
grill
in the OSCparking lot which melted and
"Campus Life" on Xavier's home
"A communty is created through · Marcelle.
fluids
into
the
grill. It ignited and Campus police
leaked
page~ Or see the Lenten reflec- • this. commitment/' said Kristie
Everyone is welcome to partici~
extinguished
it
shortly
thereafter. ·
·
tion
page.
directly
at
Marcelle, I unch coordinator for the · pate in the dedication festivities ·at
www. x u .ed u/spi ritual/
site. "I've gotten to know the vol- 1:30 .p.m. at the house. ·
lentcal.htm.
. unteers very well."
Write for The Newswire.
Ms. Adams also had to contribDon't write for The Newswire.
ute to the effort by giving.500 hours
of time. Adams, a nursing home
You make the call.
Commuter Council is sponemployee, worked .with the volunJust call 745-3122.
soring Cosmic Bowling at Stone
Lanes on Friday, April 14 at lO
p.m. to midnight. The cost is $3.
Sign-up at Commuter Services;
Police received a report that two
· For more info call Melissa at
. Wednesday, April 5, 8:05 a.m. juvenile males were wandering in
651-1830.
- Campys pcilice responded to a . Cohen lot. Upon arrival, the suscomplaint that two other dining pects were caught in the act of go~
"
Saturday, April 1, 12:30 p.m. services employees were having a ing through a parked· auto. A 15
- Campus police received a re- loud dispute in the Grill. Again, it year-old was .apprehended and reSaturday, April 8,
April 25 is the deadline to purport that a window on the. third was turned over to the superviser.
turned to his father. The other sus9itop.m.-AtSTYUKA,
chase Senior Week Packages. Sefloor of Joesph was broken. Popect got away but was identified.
a22 year-old female stunior Week will take place May 6lice suspect someone threw a rock
Wednesday, April 5, 3:05 p.m.
dent was observed giving
11 and include activities such as
at it from outside.
.
-A student placed his green TimSunday, April 9, 2:40 a.m. her bracelet to her 18
B&B Riverboats and Senior Ball.
berland coat on the back of a chair Two underage students were cited
year-old
sister. The older
Packages are $100; for more infor. Tuesday,April4,4:10p.m. in the cafeteria. When he returned for .public intoxication in
sister
was
cited with con~
mation contact Senior Board a
Campus police responded to a. to his chair, two hours later, the coat Brockman Hall and were severely
tributing
to the delin745-3555.
dispute by two cafeteria employ- was missirig. Their were two credit intoxicated .and argumentative.
que~cy of a minor and the
ees. They were screaming in the cards in the pocket.
younger sister ·with uncafeteria and the matter was turned
derage possession of alover to their supervisers.
Sunday,April9, 10:45 p.m.cohol.
,'

Re-treat yourself

.MELISSA. CURRENCE
·Campus News.Editor

Raising awareness
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Cheap bowling
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Last chance
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Petition: resolution passed

DOlJIU~fi lllO§Ulm

Contfoed from page 1

"Stairs,". by Steve Hudson

Ifthe courts regard the term as tors and students asked the admin- Staubach, president of Xavier's
indicatiy~ of homosexual behav- · - istrators questions· to cla~ify their . chapter of Amnesty International.
iors, he said, this would not be in understanding of the arguments tra- "This is a huge issue.
keeping with Catholic teaching ditionally used against including
"The whole reason Amnesty and
which forbids acting on homq- sexual orientation in the no11-dis- OutFront are behind this is because
sexuai-tendericies.
.
crimination clause.
basic human. rights are obviously
''I think jfsan issue wo~thy of
.. One of the. issues that kept re- .not going to be protected the way
study. I think it's an issue worthy surfacing had to do with legal rami- they need to .be until it's added to
of dialogue,'' Slepitza said~ encour7 fications.
the clause," Staubach said;
aging cominunicaticin between stuSlepitza repeatedly talked .about
Also, students are concerned
dents arid administrators;·
.. legal concerns resulting from a dif- that losing financial contributions
He also suggested creating a task · fering definition of sexual orienta- is, the real foar overriding the
force to make sure the ·issue of ac- • tion for the university and civil _administration's opposition.
cepting individuals in our commu- courts.
"Unfortunately, many believe
nity is carried forth no matter what Although no concrete examples . that this is being handled as a fihappens with the resolution. Out- were offered, AssociateDirectorof nancial issue rather than a moral
lining anti:harassment policies to Student Services Jim Miller sug- issue," said senior Justin Klekota.
further affirm Xavier's commitment gested that spousal benefits pro- "Ylfe can- expect no action on this · .
to all students and faculty _was one vided by the university might be resolutio.n lintWthe administration
proposal senate took to heart.
required for· homosexual .couples, is convinced Xavier will not suffer
According to senator . J.P. thereby making the unive~sity .en- a significant financial impact."
Engelbrecht, the task force, which dorse homosexual u_nion.
While· losing alumni contribuinclude senators,
"There are.o.bviously ways they tions may be considered a threat,
he hopes
other students .and administrators, (the administration) _can avoid le- Kl~kota said many gay and ·lesbian ·
will focus on keeping the sexual . gal problems because other Jesuit alumni: would be more inclined to
universities have added this to their give if the clause were amerided.
orientation issue alive.
"We don't want to have it end clause," said junior Angela .
"Personally, I would not support
with the resolution just because it Staubach.
·
this university financially after
was our job to be the voice for stu. Possible legal consequences of graduation unless they include
dent concerns," said senator " the resolution were ne.ver fully ex- sexual orientation in its non-disMichelle Manassah. "Instead, we plained despite repeated questions crimination clause," Klekota said.
want to follow through with this from-senators. However, Slepitza
. Despite the negative reaction
issue becau~e it is important to did point outthat the other Jesuit from some students to the argumany Xavier students." .
universities are required by their ments presented, senators were
Seelbach said, "I think the task state or city law to include sexual grateful to the administrators for
force would be great. For many orientation in their nori-discrimi- making the meeting a priority. ·
"I am very happy with how the
years it's been ignored that there nation clauses.
was even a gay population at
But some students are not will- meeting went today. It shows an
Xavier, so any action would be en- ing to accept what they feel are in- immense amount of progress in how
: couraging."
. .,. ..
adequate arguments. ·
\\'.illing the admin.istration is to
Throughoufthe. meeting/sena~'It's rtotjust.a little P.olicy," said .·. work with us," said Engelbrecht.

will

Hudson is a sophomore theology major from St: Louis.'
. This is a bird's eye view ofthe.staircase of the McDonald
Library. Submit photos on campus to ;'Double Xposure
Phpto Forum," Ml 2129 or drop them off at the
Publications. House, 3739 Ledgewood Ave.
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BY RACHEL NAPOLITANO
· Coiltributing Writer

Studen.ts on campus have em. braced fasting a's "a way· to gain
awareness -the issues surrounding the School of the Amerkas.
·For 14 days, students at Xavier
will take turns fasting for one day
to derrionst~ate their pa'ssion to
close the School oftheAmericas in
Fort Benning, Ga.
It started on Thursday, April 6
and students are signed up to participate on every day through the
end of the fast, Thursday, April 20.
Most of the students who are fast. ing are members of Voices of Soli~
darity.
Most of the members have been
to at least one country in. South or
Central America at least once. All
of the members are fasting during
this two-week relay.
Another group that is participating in the juice and water only fast
· is Students for Peace. This group is
preparing to go on a mission trip to
El Salvador this summer to learn
about peace. All of the members
will fast on the same day, in solidarity with each other.
Each day of the fast is to remember a Latin AmeriCan country that

of

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT

On Monday, April 10, Students Taking Action Now for Diversity sponsored a Day of Learning.
Seven groups performed on the residential mall b~fore spectators went into the theater for a
performance .of "One Race., One People, One Peace:'

,:;

.·......

· has experienced violence.
Those ·who will fast claim the
tause of the countries' sufferings
stem from the policies and ideology of the S.chool of the Americas.
Sign~ups for the event were in
the Dorothy Day House foyer. As a
result, many students who are fasting are members of other clubs who
mt:et~ there, like Amnesty International.
Xaiver's chapter of Amnesty International
sponsored last
November's student. trip to protest
the school. that was the subject of
much controversy on campus.
The president of Voices of Solidarity, sophomore Brooks Keeshin,
refers students to Ghandi to read
about 'the experience of fasting.
Keeshin is fasting on the day that
is in honor of the people of Peru.
He chose to honor Peru because
of his personal connection with the
country. He has visited the country twice. He says his motivation
to fast on the day that designates
Peru can be equated to, "if someone did something to your family
... [who] took you into their home
and took care of you," as Peruvians
have done to him.
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Gasper· chosen valediCtorian
has really enjoyed the classes and
News Feature Editor
been cha I lenged. ·
With classes coming to a close
"The most challenging class I
and commencement four sh9rt have taken while at Xavier was seweeks away, many seniors are anx- nior seminar for theology," said
iously awaiting graduation.
Gasper.
Gasper has been awarded sevOf the 22 Xavier seniors graduating with perfect grade point av- eral honors at Xavier. As a junior,
erages, 12 applied for the title of she was one of two students tq re-.
valedictorian. Two weeks ago, ceive the Ferdin S~holarship, a
Xavier announced that Marie scholars.hip awarding a financed .
Gasper will be the valedictorian for year of study at the University of
the 1999-2000 academic year.
Paris. She will also be receiving .
"I was flabbergasted. when I the French award at the upcoming
heard that I was chosen," said Honors Day Awards Banquet.
Gasper. "Coming into· my senior
The deans from three major colyear I realized being valedictorian leges at Xavier headed the selecwas within my reach, but it is an tion process. Sue Whideman, dean
honor I never expected."
of the Center for Adult and PartGasper is graduating with bach- · time Students; Michael Webb, dean
elor degrees in French and theol- . of the Williams College of Busiogy and is also receiving minors· in·. ness, and Neil Heighberger, dean
j
of the College of Social Sciences
mathematics and peace studies:
Aside from school, Gasper works .· made .up the. team responsible for
at the Learning Assistance Program picking this year's valedictorian.
·I'
and tutors several hours a week She: · ·
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY
In late January, students were no- Gasper works at the Leaming Assistance Program and is also head peer adviser. In addition, she
is also involved with peer advising
as head pc::er adviser and is a mem- tified they were in contention for tutors several hours a week and is a member of Alpha Sigma Nu.
ber of Alpha Sigma Nu, an honors valedictorian and were encouraged Sciences Dr. Janice Walker: "The
Deciding on a college was diffi- corner, Gasper is unsure of her futo apply by sending a resume and a committee was impressed by cult for Gasper, but she feels fortu-· ture career plans but is not worried.
fraternity.
"School is very important to me, commencement speech.
Marie's deliberate pursuit ofknowl- nate -to have chosen Xavier.
"I kind of do things as they come
but it is not my only priority," said
"The deans. took many areas e~ge and by her continual academic
"I have been so happy at Xavier. my way," said Gasper. "I have plans
Gasper. "Spending time with my into account when making their se- excellence."
When I first visited the campus, I to someday further
edl!cation;
friends and being involved in the lection. They wanted someone
Gasper was born and raised in immediately liked the atmosphere but I would like to spend a couple
community are also important. I well-rounded who could represent Omaha, Nebraska. Academic suc- here," said Gasper. "Ithas definitely ·of .years volunteering and doing
try to keep everything in perspec- the graduating class and deliver an cess is not new to Gasper, having turned C?Ut to be the best place for service work first." ·
tive."
excellent commencement address," earned the honor ·of valedictorian me."
While at Xavier, Gasper says she said Dean of the College of Arts and in high school as well.
With graduation right around the

BY JENNIFER KENSILL

./I ,

!llY

The Newswire tradition continues...

Goodbye and good luck to the graduating staff.
Your hard work and dedication is appreciated.
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Steve Bielecki
Kelly Borchers
Afeghan Clarke
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(left to right) ·
Mark Mallett, Legislative Vice President
Jeff Pugh, President
Jennifer Buckley, Adm~nistrativeVice President
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SERVING YOU AS YOUR NEW STUDENT
GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVES.

SENIOR WEEK
---- 2 0 0 0 : IUNDER CONSTRUCTION I·
.

.

Reserve your roomfor Senior Ball by April 25th ·
Send a separate check for $20 to:
Senior Board at Mail Location #2122 .

PACKAGE PICK-UP DATES:· MAY 1-4
I

-.reNioJ<. weerc 2.ooo .eveNTr · Senior retreat
Pig roast
Karaoke at the woods
Champagne Brunch
Boat Dance
Bowling at Stone's ·Lanes
Martino's on Vine
Dana's Kegs ·n· Eggs Grad Day
. Faculty/Senior softball g0me
Grand Victoria Casino
Golf at Pebble Creek course·
Canoeing
The LAST senior night at Dana's
Senior Ball 2000 at the Regal Hotel
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NEWLY APPOINTED
S.A.C. llEllBEBS

.

YOU MUST BUY YOUR PACKAGE BY APRIL 25TH

Pick-up site to be announced

Alneerah Klialifqz): ..
'''..:'.;·\:;;~,;:2·.,::Jolie Kwan· ·-;c~,2'jt:~isf:}
··:Michelle Manas$ah1
_Ke,rry Afurphy · ·
!.
.i,·t··"
.r .. .
· 'Mike'Nguyen'(". .
. . :~Jehrdad Safavian
Dan Savage ·
Casey Shuff
Dan Sullivan .
Justin Wade
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University Committee
applic$tio~s are still
available at the info desk
. Questions? Call Jeff Pugh@ x4249

COM6 166 Ulllll
SENATE MEETINGS ARE HELD @ 3 P.M .
ON MONDAYS IN THE TERRACE ROOM.
SAC MEETINGS ARE HELD @ 3 P.M.
ON TUESDAYS IN THE TERRACE ROOM.
STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
ATTEND BOTH MEETINGS. ·
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Emergency· UN task
force launched

.

.

.

'·

ducted 4,.50oto 10,000 chi!~.
dren under 16 during the eightyear civil war.
Child combatants often were
forced to take cocaine and am. phetamines. ·Feared for their
· "lack of control and brutality"
under. the influence of drugs,
child soldiers were known to
sever the limbs of other children.

HORNOFAFRICA(UNF)A UN task force has been ereated to deal w.ith emergency and
long~term food ·needs in the
Horn of Africa, UN Secretary. General Kofi Annan announced
Friday. "This time, we are stress:
ing the importance of prevention so that we m·ay never again
facethe specter of walking skelFactions re-establish
etons," he said.·.
The food situation has be- peace vow
CONGO (UNF) _:_All parties
come a major crisis, with 16 million people facing serious food involved in the civil war in the
shortages in Burundi, Djibouti, Democratic Republic of the
Ethiopia, Eritrea, Kenya, Congo urged the United Nations
Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, Tan- Sunday to quickly deploy
· peacekeepers there after leaders
zania and uganda.
An estimated 800,000 tons of signed another cease-fire. over
food aid are needed to help the the weekend.
current situation in Ethiopia, but
DRC President Laurent
just over half of that amount has Kabila urged the deployment of
been pledged.
a planned 5,500 peacekeepers
. "as rapidly as possible." D.RC
Children fight as
rebels also said Jhey support a
irascible soldiers
swift deployment.
On Saturday, the government
SIERRA LEONE (UNF) .;_
The UN Children's. ~und es ti~ . a.nd rebel leaders agreed to ·
mates that while some 250,000. impiem_ent a plan to stop hoschildren under 18 are ·engag~d tilities on April 14.
in combat in 16 conflicts. world-' · The parties had signed a
wide, few countries' children . cease-fire agreement last July,
have seen as much abuse as but all sides reported frequent
those in Sierra Leone.
violations; ·
"We will respect the agree· Sin~~' the _December demo bilization.of Sierra Leone's armies ment on disengagement of
under a fragile peace accord, UN forces," said rebel leader. Kinand human rights officials say Kiey Mulumba. "So we would
there is a tragic legacy of child like to have the United Nations
soldiers.
deploy as quickly as possible
Human rights groups now to prevent any hostilities."
believe that rebels there. ab-

BY JOEL K. GOLDSTEIN
KnighO?idder Tribune

POLITIC-5 (TMS) ...::__ With the
early resolution of both parties'
.presidentiai nominations,many are
beginning to speculate on likely
vice-presidential nominees.
It is too early to foresee with any ltgion, age, gender, military ser- prime time are greatest if the parcertainty who will occupy the sec- · vice or lack thereof, fo name a ties agree to offer a vice-presiden. ond spot on the two tickets. That .· few..
· tial debate. But even absent that
At times, 'the appeal of a vice- event, the vice-presidential can-·
will-depend, in some measure, on·
developments during the coming presidential candidate relates toan didates will receive too much
months that will define with greater · ability to help ca~ry a particular scrutiny to aHow either side .to put
clarity the strengths and weak- state or region, Lyndon B. Johnson a weak candidate in the second·
nesses of Gov. George W. Bush and in 1960 being. th~ classic recent spot.
.
Vice President Albert Gore.
case.
Second, Bush and: Gore must
But if, come summer, the elecOther running mates helped find partners who generally share
tion remains up for. grabs, we can their ticket emphasize a particu- the.if political philosophy on the
make two prediCtions with confi- lar issue - Richard M. Nixon and · salient issues of the campaign:
dence: first, that many of the leadc the alleged subversive infiltration ·
In .a differ~nt age, when caning figures in each party _will be of government in '195·2 - orre- didates need not fear that their
available for, indeed covet, the sec- inforce a perceived party strength. words would be reported nation,ond ~-pot on.their side!s ticket and --:- Henry Cab~.t Lodge a:nd for- ally, {tickets could join. people
second, that political consider- eign policy in 1960..
.
from their party's opposite poles.
ations will figure prominently in
The ability to get under the
No ·mo.re. Ideological balancdetermining the selections.
opposition'.s skin· helped explain .ing has become
more subtle
how William Millerlanded the sup- enterpris~.· Some diversity may
porting role oil Barry Goldwater's expand a tiCket's appeal, but. votWHAT CRITERIA SHOULD
1964 ticketGORE AND BUSH USE IN ,
. . ..
ers may nQt find credible a ticket
MAKING THEIR CHOICES? . , The ultimate selections .on both :whose members differ on. more .
' sides arelikely to reflect some com-' :than a few significant issues. . .
Recent history discloses sev- · . bination of these assorted, s.omefo winnowing their lists of run~
era! familiar strategies.
times contradictory, characteris- · ning mates, G0re and Bush will no
Presidential candidates often tics:· · .
doubt weigh' a variety of factors
resort to various types ofticket-balYet. before. either side em- designed to maximize their aparicing. A· governor, like J.immy · br~ces. any of t.hes~ expedients! peal.
C~rterorRonaldReag·an,.selectsa re~ent history suggests.>they
. ·But.the two criteria that they
· Washingtori insider! like Walter F.: ·~mild be well advised, to. insist on· · ·date. not compromise are that the
Mondale or George Bush, An. East-. . two other criteria promote their running mate. possess presiden~ .
erner, like Thomas Dewey .of New chances to succeed as a candidate tial qualifications and share their
political· world view. That emphaYork, pairs with a Westerner, in that and as a president.
instance Earl Warren of California,
First, the vice-presidential can- sis will maximize their political
Recent presidential candidates didate must he a plausible succes- fortunes and help ensure the ophave been creative in finding at-. sor. The.risks of a vice-presidential timal functioning of governmen.t.
tributes to bal~nce - ideology, re- candidate who is not ready for

afar
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Bob Evans is NOW HIRING at ITS
STORE in KENWOOD I
We are currently hiring
***SUPERSTARS***
For· all positions
All shifts availabl.e
Full time
or
part time

Benefits include:
\!Excellent pay
'-'Flexible schedules·
"Weekly pay
"No -late closing hours
(9pm S-Th, 1Opm Fr & Sat)
~Servers keep 100% of
·
their tips

GREAT FOR STUDENTS AND PERSONS WITH FAMILIES
Apply in person at 8057 Montgomery Road bet\veen 9am and 6pm.
Near the Kenwood Mall off 1-71
or
. Call .793-7799 for job information.
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THANK YOU

ALLISON LEIGH
FOR- DESIGNING.
THE LOG.O .FOR THE
. · INTERCOLLEGIATE
'TOBACCO ~ISK
· ·REDUCTION COA.LITION
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. Choose to serve in one of the Army's
top-priority occupational skills, and ·
you could receive a cash bonus of up to
$20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn up to
$50,000 in money for college through
the Montgomery G.I. Bill and the Army
College Fund, if you quallfy.
·
Find out more about these great
Army benefits. Talk to your local Army ·
recruiter today. It could be one of the
most rewarding calls you've ever made.

•

513-731-4400

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:
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Clause necessary
"How does an institution af- adopt a mentality that accepts
firm its people and represent the people regardless of their sexual
Catholic Church?" asked Vice orieritat.ion when it leaves itself
President for Student Develop~ room to discriminate?
mentDr. Ron Slepitza at the SGA
The administration emphac
meeting Monday afternoon.
sized the importance of defining
Our answer: In the· spirit of the people by not just orie characterteaching of Jesus Christ, we istic, such as sexual orientation.
should embrace all people, every However, by not including this i.n
gender, nationality, race, creed or the clause they ar~ saying; 'we
sexual orientation. If the life of are defining you by your sexual .
Jesus isn't adequate proof that he orientation, and if it's different
did not tolerate discrimination, ·from ours, we don't want you here.'
oppression or hypocrisy (did you
Another concern presented
get the last one, guys?) the Cat- was the discrepancy between
echism of the Catholic Church, what sexual orientation means to
the letter written by the American. the university and what it means
Catholic Bishops entitled Always to Civil courts. The courts include
our Children, anc:I the example set homosexual behavior in their defiby the 13 other Jesuit universi- nition, and this behavior is one .
ties that have adopted this policy the Catholic Church does not
sanction.
should.
As thrilled as we were to see
'However, the teaching .of the
administrators at the senate meet- Catholic Church does not permit
ing, we wanted to say the "rea- sexual behavior of any kind outsons" they continue to give for . side of marriage, so why don't we
remaining skeptical about this have cameras making sure that all
addition to the non-discrimina- heterosexual, unmarried profestion clause are insubstantial.
sors have chastity belts and all feTo defend the university, male professors don't use birth .
Slepitza pointed out that archdio- control?
That would be ridiculous, not
cese has not yet added sexual orientation to their non-.discrimina- to mention invasive. It makes no
tion clause, either. Shame on sense for the university to disthem!
criminate against pote_ntial homoAnd speaking of hypocrisy, sexual faculty based on things
one of the suggestions made at they may. or may not do.
the meeting was to implement
You have the senate resolution
more anti-harassment policies to before you, but you also have
demonstrate our welcoming en- three months to forget the imporvironment. But how can the uni- · tance of this to our cam.pus. The
versity expect its students to Newswire will not forget.
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Christian intolerance ·unjust
BY CAROLINE PURTELL Guest .Colwimist

Stude11ts are always. concerned with .
diversity and respecting other cultures, but
when it comes to their Christian· neighbors,
they give in to stereotypes.

I was hoping I would never have
to write this. I was hoping my perception of an unspoken intolerance
on campus was completely off and
my argument was solely in my.
·head.
However, a few weeks ago
proved to me that this intolerance
does e~ist as I witnessed suit-clad
men handing out miniature New sit. in class everyday and are
. taught that fundamentalism
Testaments, to passing students.
These men were simply hand- equals-ignorance and creationism
ing out Bibles. I didn't see them is wrong.
I truly believe if an order of
corner anyone into confessing their
beliefs, but I saw a number of stu- Buddhist monks came to campus,
dents give nasty looks and jerk they would not be treated with
their hands away as if these men such disrespect.·
Students are always concerned
were offering poison.
Later I saw these little green with diversity and respecting other
books thrown in trash cans and left cultures, but when it comes to
in bathrooms. I watched a student their .Christian neighbors, they
mock them by chanting a sarcas- give in to stereotypes.
"Christian" has become a dirty
tic, "Have you found Jesus?"
Classmates muttered under their 'word associated with images of Jim
breath about how these "Chris- and Tammy Bakker and sweattians" were trying to convert ev- soaked evangelists pleading for
eryone and how they would not fall money in exchange for healing.
We disown the word, forgetting
victim.
This incident, paired with oth- that the word "Christian"· simply
ers, has convinced me of how in- means "follower of Christ."
I once heard someone say, "Oh,
tolerant this campus is of Christian
· I'm not Christian, I'm Catholic."
non-Catholics.
I'm sure this is probably noth- Since when did these two words
ing new to the non-Catholics who become exclusive of one another?

-LETTER TO

THE

Our. theology classes teach us
about Judaism, :Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam. We look to them
for the keys to peace and harmony
- for explanations for joy and suffering, life and death.
Study of other Christian religions takes the form of history lessons on the Protestant Reformation,
but does not address how to bridge
the gaps with other Christians.
As a Jesuit university, I believe
Xavier has the responsibility to
teach Catholicism first and foremost.
However, I also believe it needs to
respect other Christian religions.
This understanding is not the
work of the theology department,
but of all faculty and students. We
should not pick and choose who to
respect. We should not dismiss
Christianity because it is nottrendy
enough. We should not· accuse
people of ignorance when we fail to·
see our own.

EDITOR-

Abortion crosses tasteful
This is in response to an anony- ·
mous rant in last week's Campus
Forum that criticized the crosses on
the academic mall for Life Week .
Although I do not participate in
Students for Life; I am pro-life and
Catholic.
·
I am often frustrated with the
national Right to Life campaign,
leadership and direction, but I do
. not feel like the crosses on the mall
were offensive, intentionally inflammatory, disrespectful, or intolerant, as the author suggested.
In fact, I am very pleased that
the crosses were not painted with
fake blood or decorated with pictures of aborted fetuses.

I can attest to this with my expeBeing forced to view graphic
photographs is inflammatory and rience at the March for Life, in
offensive, not small white crosses which people from many different
and Stars of David.
religions and denominations protest
In addition, the club placed a Roe vs. Wade in Washington, D.C.
sign that read, "The crosses repreIt is also unwise to assume prosent the 400 babies that die each Ii fe people are ignorant of the diminute worldwide due to abor- versity of opinion on the definition
tion." There is nothing intolerant · of human life. ,
Last week's rant' offended by
or disrespectful in that statement
offact. '
equating Catholic with the negative
The author also referred to "this descriptions the author used to deRight to Life and greater Catholic scribe the act of peacefully placing
community." The national cam- crosses.
paign to protect life in all it's
stages is shared by people all over
-Rachel Napolitano
the globe, crossing many religious
Junior
traditions.
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Never the victim's fault
ane Friedman's response to
Katie Kasten 's letter was a
little out of context, seeing as
both Kasten and Erin Mooney .
were referring to the rape pieces
in Voices for Charige; but'
Friedman's letter took the_ topic
of rape to another level.
Friedman's letter left me with
· rage arid shock when she said, "Despite the fact that rape is
wrong, and rape should not be tolerated in civilized_ society and
rapists should be punished, if a
woman acts stupidly, then she
does in fact deserve blame and
will know better next time."
There are a few things that I
· have learned that I would like to
share with you. I will begin by
· saying that it is, in fact, your opinion that a woman who is raped
deserves the blame. It is my opinion that a woman is never to.
blame for rape.

Second, I really could care less
if you are using Camille Pagiia's
argument or your own, but rape is
a crime of power, motivated by
the desire to degrade, humiliate
arid control.
Rape is not a c;rime of sex: You
could go on about men being
sexual beings without common
sense all day long, bu_t on the
topic of rape, it does not apply. ·
You are making men out to be
ruled completely by their sexual
urges with no regards toward
women. Personally, I do not like
to think of men as animals who
feed off of sexual desire.
Finally, you treat rape like it is
part of a lesson plan_ for women
when you say she "will know better next time."
I do not want to concentrate
on this dreadf~i thought for too
long, so I will just say that not
every woman is able to walk away

·:·

.... :, ........
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from a rape. Do you get the pie- ture?
I could go into so many other
areas, like women not being the
only victims pf rape and such, but
i won' i because most of the population knows that.
I know· you are not the only
member of the human race who
thinks this way, but it is important for you and everyone else to
know that it is never the victim's
fault. Insensitive ideas like this
could break a person who has been
raped.
Friedman, I would also like to
add that I am not attacking you
personally, but I am in fact attacking your lack of knowledgeplease educate yourself on this
subject.

-Erika Smith
Junior

No more SUVs?!
I

am writing in response to
Claudia Smyczek's article about
her ultimate hatred of Sport Utility
Vehicles (SUVs).. I hope you are not
serious-about how you want to commit homicide wh~never you pass by
or· park next to an SUV.
_
They are.tn.icks, not SATAN, but
trucks. And quite frankly, your article struck a nerve with me.
I was beside myself when I heard
soineone felt that strongly about a
person's choice of
which automobile
he/she chooses to

lem with the male gender in general.
_Where do you get off judging who
needs an SUV or not and their rationale behind having one?
You do not know these men. If
someone works hard enough and can
afford an SUV for whichever reason
they choose, then more power to
them.
I do not think having an SUV ad- dresses the Freudian issue· you·presented. Why do you foe! the need to
stereotype the males
whodriveSUVs? For .your informa-

They are·

~~

trucks, not
but
trucks.

~I~q~a~~

Well, for the
females who are be.record, I_ am an
c ATA '/\ r,
hind the wheel of these
owner of an SUV
J..tl.Lt1.1. V •
excessive SUVs.
Do they have the
and-I own it for two
main
reasonssame issues that the
weather conditions
. males supposedly posand safety.
sess? I doubt it.
As you probably do not know, I
Also, I do not know where your
live right in the heart of the snow source got theii study fr.om, but SUV
belt in Chesterland, Ohio;which is do have speedometers, and they are
an eastern suburb of Cleveland. I quite nice ones. It is very easy to
. get at least five times the amount of judge how fast the vehicle is travelsnow that Cincinnati gets.
ing, and it handles well.
I also drive home to Cleveland
To address your parking problem,
frequently during the winter months. I don't even know which parking lot
A smail, fuel efficient, 2000 pound, you are talking about. I have seen
rear wheel dri_ve car will not effec- maybe one Expedition litter the parktively help me go back and forth ing lots and hogging more than its
safely.
·
fair share of space.
Second, SUVs are safer because · To combat the problem of having
the result of the impact would be no place to park, Xavier could simconsiderably less. If anything, semi's ply not allow on campus freshman
and large cars are much more dan- students to have cars. Many other
gerous. The four-wheel drive gives colleges do it, and Xavier could folme more control during heavy snow low suit.
and slippery conditions.
Finally, I really do not hope you
I do understand that SUVs use become world dictator because the
more gas and are larger than many Freudian plagued males might not
cars, but these companies are not go- be too accommodating to your iming to reduce their line of smaller becilic plan of uniformity.
cars to make room for the more in
I do not think they would be too
demand SUVs.
keen on thinking as you do.
I know they are worse for the environment, but anything that uses
-Anthony Quagliata
and burns gas is bad. We all have to
Senior
deal with the pollution, but this is
not your "biggest" gripe.
You also seem to have this prob-

s

--ATTENTION SENIORS!
YOUR COINS ARE READY FOR
PICKUP IN RETENTION SERVICES
103 ALTER HALL.
PLEASE PICKUP BY APRIL 24.
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Crosses meant· to memorialize
This past week marked a celebration of Life Week at X:avier
University, as promoted by the Students for Life club. As a continuation of these efforts to raise an awareness of the dignity and sanctity of
life and in order to offerthe ~om-'
munity more information regarding
the purpose of the crosses on the
academic mall, I would like to of. fer a reflection on out hopes arid
goals in placing. thi"s public re-minder of the lives lost to abortion.
The simple fact of the matter is
this: Worldwide there are an estimated 50 million abortions each
year and in 1996, 1.37 million abortions were performed in the United
States; As a worldwide, lifetime
average, this is equivalent to an
abortion for every woman.
At the moment of. fertilization
there is a being present that is characterized 'by 46 human chromosomes with everything present
needed to develop into a mature
individual given only time arid protection. This being can be only one
thing - a human being.
It has been testified to in the US
Congress that "physicians, bioJo,
gists, and other scientists agree that
conception marks the beginning of
the life of the human being - a
being that is alive and is a member
of the human species" (Report,
Subcommittee on S~paration of
Powers to Senate Judiciary Committee, S-158, 97th Congress.1st
Session, 1981, p. 7).
These are all recognitions that
human life is indeed present. Abortion simply places the stipulation
that human life is present only if it
is a WANTED human life. I think
this must make one at least think
about the implications.of such contradictions in our society.
, Whether pro-life or not, you
must be willing to admit to the sta-

tistics- one-third of the present painful 'mirror' for society to
generation has been lost to abor~ · look into, but with 50 million
tion. We are not attempting to ar- · human lives lost· each year, I
gue abortion by placing crosses on don't think abortion should be
the academic mall, nor are we dis- ignored!
Wi~h this look in the mirror,
missing· the 'division of opinion'
that quite obviously exis.ts. The what.should we conclude?
crosses area meiporial. Consider :~ Never, ne;er, never d6 we as prothe na1T1e - the Cemetery of limo- lifers intend for the conclusion
cents. Cemeteries are places to pay to. be one of condemnation of
tribute; places to ,mourn and h~al, . anyone, espe~ially post-abortive· women. Rather, let the
and places t6relneinber. ·
lask you to put aside all consid- Cemetery of Innocents serve as
eration of whether or not she should . a memorial, albeit painful, of the
be allowed to make the decision, lives lost.
Let it also be a call to awareand think only of this - a woman
has lost her child. ·
ness and action. There is someForty-three percent of women thing dreadfully wrong with our
will have an abortion before the age society when so many lives are
of 45. The experience of abortion being lost. Many abortions octhat these women have to deal with cur when women feel they
should not be denied. These 'don't·have any other choice.'
women are the 'walking wounded' We as a society need to offer a
true choice - one in which a
of our society.
.·
If you are recovering from an ex- single mother does not feel conperience of abortion, whether emo- demned, one in which a pregticmally, physically or spiritually, nanf student has the resources
know there is support, healing, love available to give her baby life,
and the forgiveness of God. I en- one in which abortion is not the
courage you to seek out the help solution.
I would encourage you to
that' is available ,in dealing with
give
your money ·not to Planned
such an ordeal (Pregnancy C,enter
Parenthood, but to a pregnancy
East 321-3100).·
I'm sorry the display is inflam- center dedicated to helping
matory..Abortion is an issue th_at is· s~ch women feel loved.and suphighly sensitive and emotional, ported.' This is the truly promost especially for the women with woman, pro-child and pro-life
a direct experience. Does this mean solution.
we should forget the millions of
If you have further question~
human lives lost and the women or comments, or would like
forever changed by their experi- more i.nformation regarding
abortion and alternatives,·
ence?
· I know a lot of people do not · please join us for a Students for
'Nant to see the crosses, don't want Life meeting Sunday, April 16th
to be reminded that abortion is real. at 8:30 p.m. in the Dorothy Day
But it is very real and it is happen~ House.
ing - regardless of whether you
think it should or not - and the
--:-Jennifer Monnig
bodies are piling up.
President, Xavier University Students for Life Club
These crosses may serve as a .·
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Diversity' vs. equality
The issues surrounding race re- are not quite diametrically opposed,
· lations today are· as complex as but there is some definite tension
ever. One part of me is proud Afri- between them;
can-American students have out~
The Supreme Court ruled in
lets such as the BSA that address Brown vs. Board of Education that
their specific concerns and situa- "separate but equal" .is a farce. The
tions. Another part of me is left very definition ecjllality calls for
. feeling isolated and (dare I say) uniformity and s·ameness.
betrayed for reasons of which I am
The highest degrees of equality
not entirely sure.
seem only· obtainable with all e.le- ·
l note. these, things because I ments involved being identical and
want thereader to know I have not. unvarying. Diversity, on the other
made my' mind up on anything. hand, implies distinction: If two
Please do not think this .is an at- things are different and diverse, is it
tack on any m:1e group or organi- even possible they hold the same
zation, but is simply a question l status? Is not personal or group disfeel lies at the center of my per- tinction the element that equality
sonal indecision on these issues.
attempts to overcome?
There seems to be a strained
I realize the equality spoken of
relationship between two ideals by civil rights leaders is equality of
that both seem to be great things- opportunity, bu.t isn't that equality
diversity and equality. .
: obtained by minimizing differences '
Diversity is the fountain of and stressing similarities between
fresh ideas a~d new appn:~aches groups?
To continually stress the differtowards life: Anything that can be
done to preserve those things that ..· ences between groups seems to natua.re different-African-American . rally divide and separate them.
views included__:_ should be em- However, how can diversity be
braced;
maintained withou~ stressing the difDiversity. even begets adapta- ferences between groups?
tion because without diversity we
I am not saying I think diversity
may not recognize
our options is more important tlien equality. or
during' times ofneede~ ~harige. Di~ vise~versa, but I am saying that marversity is essential to our survival. rying the two ideal results in a very .
Equality is just as important. stressed relationship.
Out founding fathers designed the
It seems to imply that AfricanConstitution so that our country America student organizations like
might be one equal temper of po- BSA are in fact preserving (orcreatlitical voices. ·In, theory we are ing) inequality, while preserving (or
equal before the law and equal in creating) diversity.
opportunity.
Perhaps separate cannot be
This nation .holds a strong tra: equal, but it can be original. Which
· dition for seeking to uphold a sense is more important to you?
of parity that views individuals by
no standards other then that the
-Scott Holzknecht
"content of their character."
Junior
As great as"diversity" and
"equality" can be, they seem to resist each other in some ways~ They
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Balcomb given
contract extension
Women's basketball head
coach Melanie Balcomb has received a contract extension
through the 2004-05 season.
The extension· comes after
Balcomb Jed the Musketeers to
their first-ever Atlantic 10 Tournament Championship, second
straight appearance in the NCAA
Tournament and a 26-5 record.
Balcomb has compiled a 9256 record during her five-year
career at Xavier (50-11 over the
last two seasons).-

Xmenhonor
top players.
On April 6, the Westin Hotel
hosted the annual men's basketball awards banquet. The team
celebrated this past season, in
which the Musketeers compiled
their fourth straight 20-win season, and their top players.
Head coach Skip Prosser honored graduating seniors Darnell
Williams, Obi Harris (who took
home the team loyalty award)
and Kyle Ballinger, as well as
team managers Dan Shworles
and Todd Kalsey.
.
Shworles and Kalsey were
given the Connie Brown "Most
Inspirational" Award, the firstever managers to win the award
which is given to the person
"showing the greatest team spirit
and enthusiasm."
Junior point guard Maurice
McAfee took hon:ie the awards
for best free-throw shooter and
the. team assist leader award.
McAfee Jed the Atlantic 10 with
a 82.4 free-throw percentage
while dishing out a team-high 4.2
assists per game.
f'.reshman David West, who
set a new XU freshman record
'for rebounds with 301, earned
the best rebounder award, as well·
as the Lew Hirt Society Coaches
Award.,
Second team All A-10 member Lloyd Price was awarded the
Gordon Nead "Most Improved
Player" Award, while fellow
sophomore Aaron Turne.r earned
the team's best defensive player
award.
Junior Reggie Butler and
sophomores Kevin Frey and
Alvin Brown each took home an
award, receiving the Leadership
Award, Musketeer Award (top
reserve) and Ernest A: Staak Memorial Award (player whose unselfish dedication and love of the
game be~t exemplifies the life of
Ernest Staak, father of former
XU coach Bob Staak), respectively.

Soccer tryouts
Walk-on tryouts for the men's
soccer team's spring season will
take place from April 10 -14.
The Musketeers will look to
use the spring season to work out
the kinks, in an effort to improve
upon last semester's 5-13-1
record.
-Joe Angolia
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Muskies take first in A-10 West
.
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Team takes·threefrom.Fordham,, improves to

6-0inA~IO

is not a typo, 11. Barger. Raih started and went seven
RBI. Needless to innings giving up seven hits, three
say, be wasn't rims, three walks with five
In case you haven't noticed; and
having
any strikeouts.
judging by the attendance figures
trouble seeing
BargerrelievedRaih and pitched
you haven't, the baseball team has
the
· bai I. the remaining five innings, allowmanaged to win a few games here·
B.renning started ing three hits, one run, one walk and
and. the.re and are in first place in
his unbelievable struckout six. Raih earned the victhe Atlantic l 0 West at 6-0. ·
day right from tory and improved to 3-3:
After falling to Ohio University
the start with .a
Andres lead the Musketeers at
last Wednesday, the Musketeers
first
inning
grand
the
plat<;!, going 3~6 with three RBI.
traveled to Fordham and swept anslam. Next he·· Sophomore'E~ Bongard, Cave,
othen;onference series thanks to
hadaRBisingle, Crandell,
Brenning. ·and
11 RBI from junior tri-captain Ty
11nd then reached· Schildineyer all had one hit apiece
Brenning in.the Muskies' 13-8 vicon an error to . in Xavier's eight-hit performance.
tory over the Rams.
give him.another
'With· the three-game sweep of
Xavier is now 14-19 after dropRBI.
Fordham,
Xavier improved to 6-0
ping yesterday'~ game to Butler
As
if
six
RBI
in
conference,
putting them 'atop the
and has an early inside lead on a
divisional title.
,,
·
weren't enough, West, thanks to som~ solid baseball.
Brenning also hit
three-run and
BUTLER 16, XAVIER 12
OHIO UNIV. ·1, XAVIER 3
two-run
bombs,
Yesterday's
game at Hayden
Xavier traveled to OU on a
giving him three Field was another offensive battle
three-game winning streak after
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION home runs for the
for the Musketeers. Although this
some hot-hitting against Temple.
day to go along time, Xavier came up a few runs
After scoring a total of 28 runs in Junior Ty Brenning led XU past Fordham with a
with 11 RBI. Not short.
-the three game-sweep of the Owls, three-home run, 11-RBI outburst on Saturday.
. the Musketeers looked to keep
XAVIER 6, FORDHAM 3
a bad day at the ballpark.
. In. a sloppy game in which
their offense rolling against the
After losing to OU in a poor allBrenning was not the only one Xavier committed five errors, the
Bobcats. The offense was. decent around performance, Xavier trav- hitting the_ hall well. Freshman Eric Bulldogs used a seven-run outburst
but the bats were not nearly as pro- eled to New York with hopes of Greenwell was 3-4 with a RBI. in the fourth inning to catapult them _
ductive as they were against bouncing back against some A-10 Crandell, Schildmeyer and ,fresh- to .the victory.
- XU's starting,pitcher freshman
competition. The first game of the man Jarret Sues all had two hits
Temple.
Kevin Crowley .never made it out
Pitching would prov.e to be the doubleheader was highlighted by apiece in the winning.effort.
problem in this game. Senior left- great pitching .and solid offensive
All this offense proved to be · of the fourth inning, lasting just
hander James Siefker started and production.
valuable as Siefker struggled again · three and two thirds, before being
got rocked. In the one inning he
·Wiggers decided to put an end on the mound. Siefker went five ·replaced by Beaulieu who didn't
pitched, he allowed four hits and to the team's pitching woes going and two-thirds innings allowing 13 fare much better in relief, allowing
four runs. Senior Jim Beaulieu the distance of all seven innings for hits, eight runs, two walks while eight runs in four and one third inrelieved Siefker and pitched an in- a complete game. In his second punching out five. Without the great nings.
ning and a third of shutout base- straight comanding starting appear- run support .he received, Siefker
The Musketeers triea to come
ball.
ance, Wiggers allowed five hits, · would have been in trouble. Even back from their early 8-0deficit, but
Junior right-hander Matt Raih . three rims, four walks and had five with his rocky outing; he managed were unable to recover.
came in next and got pounded. - Ks. The 6-4 win improved his - to earn the win and evened out his
Crandell went deep twice, first
Raih pitched two-thirds of an in- record to 4-5.
record at- 5-5. Cutter relieved in the fourth inning and then in the
ning, giving up three hi.ts and two
On the Offensive side of things, Siefker in the sixth inning and did seventh, giving him his fifth RBI of
runs. Siefker and· Raih were hit Crandell again led the way, going another outstanding job. He pitched the day. His seventh inning smash .
hard but the rest of the pitching 2.-4 with a home run and three RBI. an inning and a third and didn't al- was answered by Brenning who
connected to left center, giving the
.staff did quite well. Beaulieu, jun- Brenning and freshman Larry low a hit or a run.·
iors Jared Cutter and Jeff Barger Schildmeyer collected two hits each
The doubleheader sweep im" Muskies back-to-back homers.
and sophomore Greg Wiggers all to help Xavier improve to 4-0 in A- proved Xavier's record to 5-0 in
. The Bulldogs lead was down to
·conference play..
two runs entering the ninth inning
combined to work seven and two 10 play.
.thirds innings without allowing a
(14-12), before they added two
run.
more to seal the victory.
XAVIER
8,
FORDHAM
4.
XAVIER 13, FORDHAM 8
Falling behind early was not
The team's 6-0start inA-lOplay
The
final
game
of
the
series
was
The second half of the doublegood news for Xavier; as the of- header would also end with a XU snowed out on Sunday, forcing the should give them a nice cushiOn to
fense was blanked for the first four victory. It was an offensive explo- two teams to reschedule for Mon- work with as they play for the divi·
·
innings. The Musketeers just sion for Xavier and one guy was day. Staying the extra day proved sional title.
couldn't seem to get anything go- respons.ible for ali but two of to be worthwhile for the MuskeThis week's series against Viring. Xavier lost to OU 7-3, drop- Xavier's runs.
teers, as they completed their sec- ginia Tech will put the Musketeers
ping_Siefker's record to 3-4. In the
ond
of the sea- to the test and see just how se~ious
~renning highlighted the after., .conference sweep
.
three-run, nine-hit performance, noon with a spectacular individual son m as many tnes.
their quest for an A-10 title is.
junior Jeff Crandell lead the attack accomplishment, wracking up 11 · In the 12-inning game, Xavier
at the plate going 4-5.
RBI on the day after going 4-5. That got solid pitching from Raih and

BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

x

Wednesday, April 12
•Baseball vs. Cincinnati
at 3 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Wright
State at 3:30 p.m.

Thursd<iy,,ftpril 13
•Men's golf at Atlantic 1O
Championships in
Washington, Pa.

Friday, April 14
•Men's and women's tennis
at Atlantic 1o Championships
in Blacksburg, Va.

GAME

On Tan
•Men's golf at Atlantic 1O
Championships in Washington,
Pa.

Saturday, April 15
•Baseball vs. Virginia Tech
au p.m. (doubleheader) .•Men's and women's tennis at
Atlantic 1O Championships in
Blacksburg, Va.
•Men's golf at Atlantic 1O
Championships in Washington,
Pa.
.

Monday, April 16
•Baseball vs. Virginia Tech
at 1 p.m. ·
•Men's and women's tennis at
Atlantic 1O Championships in
Blacksburg, Va:
•Men's golf at Atlantic 10
Championships in Washington,
Pa.
.

Home baseball games take
place at Hayden Field.
Home games are in bold

of the

WEEK
BASEBALL VS.
CINCINNATI
· 3 p.m. at Hayden Field
Today
Forget about Florida and
the baseball team's slow start
this season. The Musketeers
have taken A-10 opponents by
storm thus far, and are sitting
atop the West with a perfect 60 record. It probably won't be
a "c.rosstown· shutout" for
XU's starting pitcher, but the
Xavier nine will give UC a run
for its money.
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Catching up With.XU bead coach.Skip Prosser
sistent as· he would· have liked to

BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

Now that the dust has settled on
the 1999-2000. men's basketball
season, head coach Skip Prosser
had some time tq sit back and reflect on the:season that was.
· What were your impressioris
of this past season?·
O\reraH it was a good season: I
think we had some pretty severe
losses. to graduation in thousandWhat was it like watching
point scorers Posey, Brown and
Williams struggle this season?
Lumpkin. That was a blow we sort
of expected~ Losing Lion:el ·
It was tough. We've been toChalmers was a blowwe didn't exgether for a long time. He was part
pect. That really inade_ us thin at the
of our first recruiting class here.
point guard position and really hurt
But I was glad to see the good
as welL So given those two facmoments he had too, senior night
tors, we end up ret_urning just one
and, of course; that first half
double figure scorer and that was
against UC was really special.
Darnell Williams from two years
ago, who was coming off pretty
severe knee surgery.
So we were pretty inexperienced
become an intimidating factor like What kept them from seeing
and guys who were inexperienced .
we face when we go to some are- more playing time?
had to step up and make plays.
nas where you don't want to be in
It's just a case of those two guys
Having said all that, the guys rethose gyms when the student body specifically needing to become
sponded, ended up with another 20 · maybe you wouldn't expect it.
more productive in practice. The
· He has a lot of ability to ruri and is there.
win- season, and got back into post That's what we endeavor to be, one jump but he's got to becqme rnore
· more productive they are in pracseason play. We had some very· · ofthose schools who's in the tour- ofa basketball player. Learn when
With one scholarship remain- tice, the more time they will get in
frustrating losses but. at the same · nament every year and once in to drive, when not to drive, when ing, what kinds of needs are you the game. Both of them, not unlike
time some very gratifying wins. I · aw.hile sneaks through and does to shoot, when not to shoot. And looking to fill?
David Young, need to have big
. wasrnally proud or"the kids: ·
offseasons .. I think their first year
something really spectacular. But :that's something I have to do betwe haven't done it yet and that's the ter in instructing him and someWe need to get another forward. of playing Division I basketball is
The return of Darnell Williams. challenge.
thing our whole team needs to get We would love to find another a shockto the system. Some guys
· had a lot of people predicting no
better at.
David West type out there, some- adjust to it extremely well, other
less than an NCAA berth for the
When you w~tch a XUgame oil
one who was a bit of a hidden gem. guys take more time. Those are two
What does it mean for the With big guys though, they're guys that it obviously took more
team. Were these expectations ·television, broadcasters often retoo high? ·
fer to Maurice McAfee as an ex- Musketeers to be moving out of harder to find because there are so time, and the question is whether
ceptionally talented player who, at the Cincinnati Gardens?
few of them out there. But if we they get it done in the offseason and
Probably so; given the reasons ' times, plays out of control. What ·
. ,1.
can get a 6-7, 6-8 guy wha. can step be better prepared mentally for the
that I just gave, the losses and the· do you think of that assessment
Well with the Gardens the bot- in and contribute even a percentage riggers of the season ..
fact he was coining back from the and is it hard to coach ~omeone tom line was wins and losses. Aes- of what David did, -that would be
knee surgery. But I myself had high of hi~ skill lc;!vel?--What were the toughest parts
- - ···· thetica~ly mayb~ !t wasn't the most . h~lpflJl:<'\ ./< ... ·,.,. ,. ·.·•·•> · :
.· ·
· .
. : /... " beautiful place, but.the·bciito~·1ine··" ·.:~ /,;.:.:,·:·, ...·<·.;. ;;'.: .. ·., i > :·.
expectations, so I can't fault anyof the. season?
one for placing such high expectations on the team. Maybe unrealisThe end. Knowing that after
tic expectations, but that's OK.
Notre Dame we weren't going to
play anymore. I think that was very
In 1999 the Musketeers were . is to make that,deCi~io~, especi~lly ; but; I thfok the shot in t~e·arrri)th~\ ' ,:::It1~ ~o~-a~:~ig fai,:tor as it prob- difficult. The La Salle loss was a
. arguably the most deserving team going 100 mphiWhen to h?lcl.d1~m··· ,9i~ta~ Cepter is going: ta· gi\.~',ii$. •a?ly~h9u!d,1:>¢i· Ev~ryone says edu- ~ough one. Not that we lost, but _
left out of the NCAA Touma- and when to foldthei'n. Ailof~ho~e _: -~HJ,b~ great. And w('l,'are r~ally:; Cati<;m:is.thei~.tpp priority, but _how we lost. We were 14-1 at
ment. With the struggles this decisions that in the stands lookiik:e . ·looking forward to that: · · ···•. < .< ·. 'ciftentim¢s• it. gets pushed to the home, and nobody talks about the
year's team had, was the NIT easydecisions,but()utb.i~th~~6Grt/ ::.·•·•• · >
i:.· ·. ·••··· o·.· ... backgroundas<)therthingsbecome
14 we won, but everyone talks
appearance a Jittle more justi- when you are playing at that rapid
,Doy6~thiilk·t~~ J\ill.ls~ete~i{ more i~por1ant. It helps, but even about the one we lost.
be able ~o repei,tfthat kind i(it wasn'fa recruiting factor, it is ..
tied?
pace and there's nine'othergli}is()~t
there running around it's not~~ ~a~y:. of success in the Cintas, Center;?- stillsoin~thlng I really believe in
Are there any players that will
It's such a fine line. I think re- to see.
. . , . . , , , · · · ·· • .
. , <. ·._.• •··
·. ~rid still something I would make a be depended on more next year
ally until·the end there we still had
I have to do a better job'expl~itjS . ···•• T~Jhinkwe'H go_SS-3thern.·· top priority.
and need to step up their game in
a shot at an NCAA bid. Obviously ing those things to him. Wti.at h\if( ,·. ayer the next f()ur years israt9er .
the offseason?
the loss to Bonaventure in the tour- him this year was not having.aback'. 'optimistic, so, no; I don'.t thinks(); What kind of impaet will
nament took us out of that consid- ·up, so when he did make bad plays ·aµtwe'lltry,that's the goal. < < Lionel Chalmers and David
There are no one or two guys. I
eration and put us in the position to and ill-advised decisions, I coul~n't:i Y: >
Young have when they become think in particular both Kevin Frey
and Lloyd Price, those are two·very
play in the NIT.
bring him out and say, 'Mo did .Y9u ·>· .• ~ow ~9eSJhe C()?structionof eligible next season?
talented players who had solid
see what happened there?' becaus~. a newbasketballatena effectreShould Xavier be an NCA?\ we didn't have anyone else to put>!~.· crllit~~g.eirc>r~? >
. It's hard to say until they get into sophomore years but need to have
Tournament team every year?
who was a natural point guard . .'>
•·'
game situations. We saw Lionel much better junior years.
·
• i'
' \:
~an.on.lyi¥~a big,h~lp;':J't;re~ · practice all year and he's extremely
yery few .schools are every
Do you think Xavier will .reWere you pleased with the:,way1 :f1ecti>:the commitment of the ,uni~: : qufok and gifted athletically, but
single year. In our league I think the McAfee stepped into the starting ''.yersit)'tob(ls~'etb~li> ~H~n~you :he's going to need to learn how to turn to the NCAA Tournament
only team that's been in the NCAA lineup?.
. · <wal~ in ther~, it's goiOgto be very·_ play mor.e and how to guard more next year?
Tournament every year since we've
-irt1,Pr~ssive. ·our Plliyers. \\'ill ~o·:a ·because defensively he's way bebeen in it is probably Temple.
Every year that is what we point
I think so, overall he'had '130' ·i>etterjqb or're~ruitrng IJeqause/ :hind'. 'Th~<;Jod-given abilities that
I think we should be in· every some assists, which is the 'setond they are going to feel.'th'at much.· .. he tias areiinpressive.
towards. I'll be disappointed if we
year. Last year I think we really most we've had here ~ince Michael.· more comfortable iii the !ticker · · Oavid Young, of course, we don't go. I was disappointed we
·deserved to be in and got a bad deal. Hawkins. He shot, the 6~11,pr~tty. roonrandthe~e~'are~a. .. --. . hayen'Cseeti,and has not played didn't go this year._ Unlike last year,
This year we probably didn't de- well. I think the ~rea he didn't do: O. >r really hbpe it's better f6r o~r . competitively for a year. Lionel we'll return a lot of guys, a lot of
serve to get in, but we.should defi- as well as'he had ihthe p~srwll.s, put~ . students to get to the game and be • .hasn't· pfayed a>game, but at least · guys who played significant minnitely be in contention for a bid ting ball pressure on defensively but more of a factor. In the Gardens h'e_'s practjc~d. It's tough to put a utes and I hope they will have a bet- _
every year.
that was probably,~ resuUofplay- . they were so spread out that the stu~ Jqtofpressure on David this early, ter understanding of what has to
ing too many minutes'.
dent body wasn't able to b.ecome bu~ if he tias agreatoffseason, he happen between now and when
Is it realistic to think that an
·
·.
....... •
· the cohesive, intimidating factor .. has i{cbance to be very good.
practice starts to prepare µs to go
A-10 team or any smallconferWha°tdid Williain~':'~~turn. ,theyareatotheqclioqlsandlthiri.k
· · .,
·',
·
to the NCAA Tournament.
we lost a lot in that
; . ~arly inJ~e season it~eemed
ence team can compete for the bring.to the, table?:
NCAA title?
. . . . _ ...·.. · I'm hoping t9at is ar.eally im~_. as if Marcus Mason and Brendan
I think Temple had a great
iFOrthemostparthewasagood:;;pqrtantby-prdcluct:o(themov~to ·1Vl~I~tos~~9~'dstepititothe)·o~
chance this year. They could have .outside shooter for us. Not as con:-. the Cintas Center, that the students tation and be solid contributors.
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Exploring the coffee

'1'111mG1

JACKSON AND MARIE TRAVERSE THE LAND IN

updat~

Guest conductor Junichi
BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT AND
For all you vegetarians out there · ~hain and the original coffee
Hirokami leads the Cincinnati
· MARIE lEIST
Colllributing Writers
coffee houses afe the place to be! house·s.
Symphony Orchestra April 13,
The coffee house review is finally The menus of all five were overOne notable feature arnorig all
14 and 15 in performances of
· Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 5 here!! We visited, examined, scruti-· whelmed with vegetarian dishes, five is the variation of the smoking
in E Mihor, Webern's Im . nized and complemented five differ- some of which will be described alternatiyes. Some were nonsmoklater.
ing, some were filled with a smoky
Sommerwind, and Ellen Taaffe ent coffee houses.
We attempted to go to unique haze, and another had enough venc
They included Highland CoffeeZwilich's Violin Concerto, written for and performed by violin- house, Bu1::z Coffee Shop, Sltwell's coffee houses and no chains. How- tilators to filter the smoke.
When visiting each coffee house
Coffee House, Awakenings and ever, we recently discovered the
ist Pamela Frank.
These concerts are at 7 :30 p.m. Kaldi 's Coffee House and Bookstore. coffee shop Awakenings is a we particularly paid attention to the·
taste and quality of the food and
,
All of these places had their own chain.
Thursday, April 13; 1 la.m. FriThe description below will of- drinks. The service was also amaday, April 14; and 8 p.m. Satur- perks, but, some were more outstandfer. you a comparison between the jor factor.
ing than others.
day, April 15.
.
Tickets are priced from $12
to $46 and are available by phone
The most impressive coffee house
Our drinks were
.· ') at 381-3300. Student tickets are
was Sitwell's, Io.cated at404 Ludlow most notable. The
$10 the week of the concerts. in the heart ofUC's campus.
· turtle mocha, priced
Students may purchase up to two
Sitwell's had a great combination at $3.25, was a rich
tickets with each valid student of service, food and coffee selection.
espresso
with
ID.
The safe location and the proxim- Drostes' cocoa, haity to Xavier's campus is what made zelnut and caramel .
this stand out among the others.
Italian · syrups,
The lack of available parking is a topped off with
The University of CinCinnati minor setback. Sitwell 'sis open daily whipped cream. ·
Anbther favorite
College-Conservatory of Music from 10 a.m. to I a.m. and weekends
l
0
a.m.
to
2
a.m.
was
the cranberry cipresents the acclaimed Amernet
.
They
offer
a
wide
range
of
sandder
..
The cider had a ·
String Quartet in itsannual spring
wiches.
and
soups;
One
outstanding
crisp
and extraordiconcert at 3 p.m. on Sunday, April
sandwich
was
the
salami.,
cream
nary,
yet
light flavor..
16 in CCM's Robert J. Werner
·cheese
and
cucumber
sandwich
with
For
those
look- .
Recital Hall.
ranch
dressing,
priced
at
$4.50
..
This
ing
for
alcohol
with
TheAmernet will be performunique
sandwich
had
a
fresh
and
crisp
their
coffee,
this
is
ing three works: Moz1:1rt's String
the
place
to
go.
is·
a
great
alternative
to
flavor
which
Quartet in B-flat Major, K. 458;
Even though there are no age re- knowledgeable about both the
Toshi lchiyanagi's Quartet No. 4 your basic club sandwich.
Another
equally
unique
and
delistrictions at the door;'.Qiey·!U:e quick drinks and the food.
and Anto.nin Dvorak's Piano
cious
sandwich
was
the
.Briematoat
to.JD tho_s_e orderi~g ~lco~91. ;, .~;:.:::·._:::. In addition to the excellent serQuartet in A Major Op. 81.
$4.50;
ltsonsisted
of,toasted;;J:>rie:·/
. A highlighrof the.:Sitwell's1at:J"~. :v~ce, Sitwell's has a wide variety of
For more information, call the
and
rom,atoJ)'latoes,
olive:
oil,
Iett#ce
~.-iliosph~fe.;~~s;the~ifri~edc~~Ie~~f:;;,;;'.1i(iames
to entertain yourself. Even·
CCM box office at 556-4183.
and Basil served on a croissant. This vice. The server'\Vas attentive;"' though Sitwell's allows smoking,
is an excellent dish for vegetarians friendly and excellent with recom- there are air filters to help clear the
and meat eaters alike!
mendations. She was highly stiff smoking environment.

We also examined the atmosphere, deciding whether or not it
'was aesthetically pleasi'ng and con- ·.
versatio.n enhancing. Because we
are taking a coliege studentviewpoint, we took into account the
prices and. the quantity of the food
and drinks we tried.
Look for us next year for more
restaurant reviews, including a
comparison of different types of
Cincinnati chili.

Stringing along

Wind ensemble

The University of Ci!Jcinnati
College-Conservatory of Music
Wind Symphony pays tribute to
Emmy Award-winning composer
Michael Colgrass in a free allColgrass con.cert on Thursday,
April 20.
The curtain rises at 8 p.m~ in
UC's Corbett Auditorium, with
Wind Studies director Rodney
Winther conducting.
For more information, call the
CCM box office at 556-4183.

Concert orchestra
The University of Cincinnati
College-Consercatory of Music
presents the CCM Concert Orchestra, Chamber Choir, Chorale,
and University Men's and
Women's Choruses on Friday,
April 14 at 8 p.m. in UC's Corbett
Auditorium.
For more information, call the
CC::::M box office at 556-4183

~

Porcelain
The Contemporary Arts Center presents an exibit of Seattlebased porcelain artist Charles
Krafft through June 11.
The exibit will include ceramic objects such as weapons
of destruction and skateboards
decorated in the Dutch Delft
style.
For more information, call
721-0390.

Just a few shops down from the
Hyde Park Graeters is another place
to get your coffee fix.
Awakenings, with locations across
the Cincinnati area, is open daily
from 6:30 a.m~ to 10 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, with extended
hours on the weekends.
Upon arrival, Awakenings looked
like the ideal coffee house, but their
franchise image.couldn't be covered
up.
It was obvious upon ordering that
the staff weren't as knowledgeable
and as enthusiastic as those who
worked at the alternative coffee
shops.
In addition to the disinterested
staff, the dessert prices were designed
for those who can afford to live in
Hyde Park, not for visiting· college
students. The beverage prices were
fair, yet the dessert, though d!!licious,
were overpriced. A single piece of
Chocolate Heaven, a chocolate cake

For those awaiting an important
e mail, they have an Internet-enabled computer right at your fingertips.
Overall, Sitwell's offers the superior coffee house experience and
the prices are very affordable.
Rating: ***** · ·

with raspberry jam, mousse and a .
chocolate coating; was pri~ed at :.
$4.50. The ·cake is highly· recom- ·
mended if you can spare the $5.
Awakenings did have its good
points; They offer outdoor seating ·
in the lively Hyde Park Square, and
they have live jazz every Sunday
night.
Also in this smoke-free environment; you can pick up coffee mugs.
an·d stationery.
Overali, every drink we tried was
nearl-¥ flavorless. The coffee and
hot chocolate were weak and left
much to be desired. One should
also steer clear of the Italian Sodas,
which tasted like heavy syrup and
soda water, without any noticeable
raspberry flavor.
With the other coffee sliops in
town, there is no reason to go to a
chain like Awakenings.
Rating::**°"'

New Releases

~

The following discs are due for release on or before April 4 ...
Jailbait, Original Soundtrack (MCA) ... Da Brat, Unrestricted (Columbia) ... Lokomotiv, (What's Your) Good luck (Mammoth): .. Tony Levin,
Waters of Eden (Narada) ... Steve Masakowski, For Joe (Compass) ... No
Doubt, Return to Saturn (Interscope)· ... moe., l (Fatl?oy Records) .... The
Nixons, Llitest Thing (Koch) ... Marv.in Pontiac, The legendary (Strange
and Beautiful) ... Under the Sun, Under the Sun (Magna Carta) ...
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Thursday,
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Saturday, April· 15
Dysphoria
@Annie's '

Friday, April 2 I
... all dates are tentative.

live Wires

The Kelly .Richey Band
@ Snteky Pete's Saloon

Melvins
. @Bogart's
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Monday, April 24
No Use ForA Name
w/ Mad Caddies, Good Rid
dance arid The Ataris
.@Bogart's

Monday, May I
Goldfinger
@Bogart's
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collntry of Cincinnati
SEARCH OF THE BEST CAFFEINE RESOURCES IN THE CITY
Located deep in UC territory is as it seemed to disturb conversa- choice of. one of their delicfous
Buzz Coffee Shop, also known as tion; ·
homemade whipped creams (rasp"The Buzz;"
Lining the walls of The Buzz is J:>erry, chocolate or vanilla), was a
This coffee shop is open from·7 gothic art, with a wide variety of rich· and stout beverage recomc
a.m. until 2 a.m. and has no age re- blood and gore (which might also · . mended for those who like a strong
strictions (and unfortunate~y for . help to keep you up for finals).
coffee kick with. their chocolate.
some, no aICohol).
..'::,' .
. The·:Buzz seemed to have the
If you feel like something cold,
The Buzz offers knowle'cig~ab,J~· ;.::mosi~\<ribwle'~g~'abl~>~eij~'i~~Afo1t'} tr.Y'.Bflerof their unique shakes, If
. service and a wide vari~fy·cif·,'Yc)U~~;):~;~ost~ng'.~nHnetQ{&~~'.Your· yoh:'G,an'recall thetasteofthoseorcoffees,mochas and teas.:·1~:~~ the7;'c.off~,#;~ij'p a~s~~~9rie"~~{)}~!,~f· .
·.artge' cream-cicles of your youth,
place to go for a coffee wit~ a;#~-~;;i'./,/ rn,§~Wr,u~?;\r~t~$~:?J?;~:iw.a~.·~~.c~: '.yc)1.i_~u~11ow what the oran.ge juice
erful kick that will keep you up for · ·ominenCied bf 'the 'staff ·and'for · 'sh~ke ..tastes like. This is a deliyour finals.
good reason. It is a double espresso; cious departure from your standard
Unfortunately, the Buzz doesn't with honey, vanilla syrup, steamed milk shake and is also highly recmilk and froth. You could call this om mended.
offerfood with much substance they only have the standard. "pretty" coffee, as it is presented
Overall; we were disappointed
huinmus, pita bread and bagels.
with its layers offlavor intact; mak- with The Buzz, mainly be.cause of
. The atmosphere is noticeably ing it aesthetically pleasing. This its less than relaxing atmosphere
different from ariy of the other re- drink had a great flavor (it was and the lack of table ser~ice.
viewed. coffee. shops. T.he back- . sweet, yet stout) and is highly recRating:
ground ·~i.isic couldn'tbe 'classi- · ommended ..
fled as"serene background music,"
T~e Mocha, served with your .

***

I
i
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Highland's Coffeehouse,. loThe house coffee, a "French.
cated on 2839 Highland Ave., in Roast Zimbabwe" isn't faricy, but
Corryville, offers a wide variety of it is a good coffee .if you plan on
sandwiches and desserts, in addi- having multiple cups. It's mellow,
tion to international coffees, teas, not so in~your-face you'd get sick
and cocoas,..
of it, yet not so strong it'll knock
. Also.i~~~j\able is a wide variety you over. Iii other words, it is just a
of domestic}'and.jmported .beers, good standard coffee without the
wine aria q{i~ed:'aiinks.
If you are frills.
'>· .,,..,,., .. ;"·
of age, you cai:pil50 elijqy their cofThe hot chocolate with a splash
fee with a kick
:,~,
of ameretto has excellenfflavor and
Highland's 'i~' 915er;-· .s~ve'n·.~ays.. is recommended to extreme choco-, r)"<.',·~;.,,:::-:,_
.. ;, a week
from 2 p.m:toiYa.m;,:and·',
late fans.
-" .,,.., .. ,,.
...
.
<' ·.•' ', ' .
•
· . ':'-. -"~"8'
· f,, · until 2 a.m. on Friday and Sat~r- ·. If you are looking for a light
?' , ,day. Don't make a trip to Hig~:. · ~~acl~ to have·along with your bev-1"--·--,-~
lands if you are 'under 18 or are' 1 .,er~g~;. ·trY, the much-loved peanut
looking for lunch. Highland's Cof- butter, fi.i:mey and banana sandwich
feehouse doesn't serve lunch, and for $3.75:· ;.'·::"'·. - -:'».·.-';· .will not allow minors in due to alOvera'.ll~.I::Ifghl~tjd's offers great
coho!. availability.
coffees ancrother hot~!;ii;:verages iri
One thing you will definitely a classic coffee-sl!~~J.~tfuosphere.
leave with is the smell of smoke, so The prices are fairiy~1fow, ·and outdress accordingly.
door seating is available during the
From· the menu, the caramel warmer months.
steamer, at $1.75, is a great hot bevThe only shortcoming was the
erage for those who want to steer less-than-stellar serviCe.
·
. Rating:
clear of coffee. Steamers are available with a wide variety of syr_ups,
and are ·highly recommended,

()fJiql!Sr:' .
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****

would satisfy the largest of appe~
tites,:.• , ;':o<.'u ? ",
.
ing,\*~Id,i;~;offe~~~:~~ll.tfoo4;;_¥er-, i .. ::~9S th'~se,desi~in~a :?.~~Ithier al.::
vice}1~tzy~S.~her~-:~~g-~ost im~or:-: ;.:::tern~t.1ve.; t~e ch1ck~9;~.al,~d pl.ate
tantly;;cciffee. ;.i' "k ·'i CY, :;;;-,.; "' : pffe,r~ ,a lot. 9f flavor ~h1Ie,J~avmg
Kaldi's :was-a Ci6~e s~ond·t~>'our . /oilfsolne ·of the fa:t:. Jrieluded in
top coffee shop pick, but due to its this $6.95 plate are cottage cheese,
location and its problem ·with flies,' fres,h fruit, outstanding Fre~ch
we couldn't agree with City Beat's bread and, of course, creamy
"best of coffee house" award.
,. chicken salad.
Most notable about Kaldi's is
The Cafe Mocha, the house cofthe unusual, yet pleasing, atmo~ fee priced at $2.25, had a touch of
sphere. Within Kaldi's downtown hot chocolate and froth and was a
storefront walls are ceiling-tq-floor 1.ittle weak, but. not bad.
bookshelves loaded with books on
The Chai Tea Latte, a slightly
nearly every subject.
sweetened black tea with. spices
Also, there is enough room in (nutmeg a.nd cinnamon), t<;>pped
Kaldi's for large groups, or if you with froth and milk, was a fantastic ·
want to hide away from the crowd. alternative to an overpowering cofKaldi's, located on Main Street fee drink. In addition, the $2;50
(near Banana Joe's), is split into two hot beverage's nutmeg flavor will
areas, The bar side is smoking.and have you thinking about Christmas.
provides a more energetic and less
The service at Kaldi's is attenintellectual environment. On the tive but not overbearing; _The server
other side, one can have a quiet con- made excellent recommendations
versation in a smoke-free atmo- and was very prompt.
Kaldi's is a great coffee shop' that
sphere.
al~o
serves wonderfu_I food and proKai di 's offers the widest variety ·
_vides.
outstanding service.
of food; everything from sandRating: ****~
wiches to entrees. The club. wrap_,
priced at $6.50, was delicious and
If you don't mind the trip downtown arid the lack of inner-city park-
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the Faith' witty yet predictable

EDWARD NORTON DIRECTS ONE OF THE BEST FEEL-GOOD FILMS OF THE YEAR
BY JASON FABER
Contribllling Writer
So a priest, a rabbi and a
workaholic businesswoman walk
into a bar. Don't worry, you have
T\Ot heard this one yet.
Edward Norton, Ben Stiller and
Jenna Elfman star in this new religiously funny movie, "Keeping the
Faith."- .
. .....
UnlikeKevin Smith's "Dogma,"
the target of "Keeping the Faith" is
rather the hazards that exist when
some'one realizes life is not as
simple as they think it should be.
When this happens, one has to have
faith in their friends.
The movie tells the story of
childhood friends Jacob Schram
(Stiller), .Brian Fi~n (Norton) and
Anna ReiJly (Elfman). After a fairy
tale childhood as friends, Anna
moves away, and _Brian and Jacob
are left in New York.
Growing up, Brian and Jacob
both find their calling in their respective faiths and in reaching out
to those of faith. Brian becomes a
Catholic priest and Jacob becomes
a rabbi.
They both become dynamic
leaders of_faith and pack the synagogues and churches with their
witty and humorous monologues
and sermons.
- Then, Anna suddenly shows up
in New York and the trio is reunited,
but odd circumstances start to grow
and the three find themselves in
triangle of love and deceit.
Stuck in this situation, they have
to find a way to resolve their prob. !ems and save their friendships, in

a

.,,. · · ·1.N

0

effect, keeping the faith in each religious situation.
The movie also
other:
I have to admit, after "Fight underrates the charClub" I beca.me a big Norton fan acter of Reilly and
and was ecstatic to see this movie, does not give her the
despire having to drive down .I-75 spotlight her characand over I- 74 to Western Hills ter needs ·and deserves.
Showcase Cinema.
Regardless,
At any rate, it was well worth
the drive. What was so impressive "Keeping the Faith"
about this movie is the rise of the also excels in deal- ·
very talented Norton by starring, ing with the subject
. producing and directing "Keeping matter and context of
the Faith:" Theresult of this was a a rabbi and a priest
very funny romantic comedy. I ap- fighting over a
plaud Norton for his courage in tak- woman. Norton directs this very .careing on a "religious" film.
The plot itself provides a look fully and very little
into the .action of these wayward of the movie is even
religfous leaders and the problems remotely offensive ·
they come up against because of to the sternest fundaPHOTO COURIBsY OF ~OUCHSTONE PICTURES
mentalist of either
their faiths.
(From
left)
Ben
Stiller,
Edward
Norton
and
Jenna
Elfman
are childhOOcl frieridS whose ·
Rabbi Schram has everybody Christian or Jewish ·
lives
are
thrown
into
chaos
when
reunited
in
adulthood.
"Keeping the Faith" is a
. and their mother's setting him up' persuasion .
Touchstone
Pidures
release.
It shows human
with Jewish women, most of whom
he can not stand; and Father Finn, reactions to situawell, he really does not have a. tions which happen
to everyone, even those who are · What relationship ·she has to Ed- ·· story, directing and delivery, is well
choice.
ward Norton, I have no idea. . .
The interaction between Norton deeply religious. ·
worth the money you paid to see it.
·. "Keeping the Faith," through its
"Keeping the Faith" transcends
and Stiller's characters flow well
Newswire rating: ***
·and provide an easy story to fol- the religious differences and con.'. ; :'.:: ·,. ~..... .
.. ·. .
..
. C:entrates on the more universal
low.
·
OFFicf\£,.,NEWSWJRE~MOVIE
fu\TINGS
The movie will inevitably end ·feeling of faith.
·.. ,, ..
,.·::•,:
I suppose Norton learned that
up on this year's top 10 "feel good·
:jili~. movi~ i:s: ~ corilplete waste of time and. rt10ney; throw your
lesson from watching the reaction
movies of the year" list.
,
popcorn down: and runfor your life,
.
The shortcomings derive from to Smith's "Dogma," which came
what all "feel good movies'; fault out at the end of last year andre**..: Waitfodt to-come to:the $2 theater Cl.rth~ local:Bioc:kbuster.
ceived little praise and much critiin.
The movie is utterly predictable cism.
***-Go
ah~ad·-· and try. it~ you'llprobably- Ii~~ it.
. Interestingly, the movie is dediand romantically mimics most
.
. .
.
·:.<·:
.. , .:.: . :~ _.•:, .:/:
· 0th.er romantic comedies, so what · cated to Robin Norton· as the dedi****-Newswire
Seal
of Approval,......:. you can't go wr~ng with
truly makes this movie different is cation says ai the end, ''Robin
·
·
this
one.
the context in which it is set - in a Norton who had faith in everyone."
1
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Final round: Mio's Pizza

Soundtrack
American Psycho
(Koch Records)
Delivering as many choice cuts
as the movie itself, the American
. Psycho soundtrack is a cut above
the majority of pieced together
movie albums available.
Much of the album consists of
'tracks that, much as ho.w the movie
varies from the book, vary from the
original recordings. And like the
movie, the results have a flavor all
their own.
Dope's "You Spin Me Round
(Like a Record),'' is made tighter
with bass and techno layers added
to the already pumped up rhythm.
David Bowie contributes a
trippy r~mix of "Something in the
Air,'' befitting a movie whose lead
chara9ter remarks that "there is no
real me," in a monologue cut from
·the film.
While. the Cure's contribution
leaves much to be desired, it still

·seems quite fitting on the album
of a movie starring one who no
longer knows th.e difference. between the world inside his head
••• AND IN THIS CORNER, THE 'I LOVE PEPPERONI PIZZA'
and the one outside.
"Okay sir, thanks a lot, and come
several items that are labeled "Heart .
BY THE FAT MAN .
. New Order contributes .their
Contributing Writer
Smart." "Heart Smartt what is this back again sometime!" I couldn't
pop hit ''True Faith," and it is just
Have you ever had one of those · ... (Note to self: Remember heart wait any longer, I just had.to bite
as driving as when it debuted
important decisions where you just fibulations from this summer, Einer- into the pizza.
amidst a mindset of eighties greed
When I opened the box, a stream
rack your brain thinking about it? gency Room, cutting back on fatty
and faceless followers;
of gold light shined brightly as if I
I know, you have to ask at. least foods).
.
The inclusion of various rrionoa dozen people what you should
. Taking that into consideration, · had found a lost treasure. The peplog~es from the movie deserves · do. You keep asking yourself, . Idecidedtogowith.the"IlovePep- peroni, glistening with grease, slid
mention, ifonly for the way Chrisdown my throat like it was on a·
~·why me, why now, God I don't · peroni" pizza. I mean, can you
tian Bale as the detached ·lead,
know?·" Well, l had one of those blame a guy for wanting to main- mission to my stomach. It was
Patrick Bateman, is able to so conphenomonal ! My body felt like I
deCisions the other day: Where . tain his figure?
vincingly sound like a man cling~
should I order pizza from tonight?
While eagerly waiting for my hadri't ate in a week! I just wanted
ing to the last few strands of his
I quickly got out the phone book pizza, I caught a glimpse of a Chi- more and 111ore!
sanity.
Trembling with excitement I
and began looking! Papa Johns, cago Stuffed pizza, and wondered
Of special mentions are the
Domino's, Donatos, what the hell ifl had made the right decision. The re~ched for an another piece, but
monologue concerning Huey
should I do? !really didn't have a scene was in slow-motion, I knew I had to wait until I got home.
Lewis and the News and the hidAnd that's the end of my epic
taste for any of those! I wa.nted watched the pizza boy as he divided
den Track 40, which concerns
someone who made a different kind the pie into sections. Pepperoni, adventure to Mio's Pizzeria! Oh
Patrick's feelings on Whitney
of pizza. One that fills me up, one cheese and sausage oozed out the yeah, by the way, if you listen to
. Houston's album The Greatest
anything I write, then listen to this:
that makes my toes cringe and my sides.
Love ofAll. It must simply be heard eyes role back in my head. ..
Music. played in the back- "OrderMio's Pizza, Order.It Now,
to be believed.
Ahhhh Mio 's, that sounds good, ground, people dancing and sing- and make sure you pick it up!"
This album sets the mood perand it's located in a good area too. ing ...
fectly for the movie and contains
The Info
I didn't want to .get mugged and
"Sir, Sir, your pizza is ready!"
enough ripe releases to warrant
risk losing my precious pizza. ·
"Oh yeah, here you go pizza
RATING: * * * *- Dream about
playing at anyone's '80s party.
Mi.o's Pizzeria is located across boy!"
it at night
If this doesn't get you moving,
PLACE: Mio'sPizza.
the way from Hyde Park Kroger. It
"Here's your change pizza custhen I suggest you join the film's
is just a small little place, but boy, · tomer," the boy replied.
LOCATED: Paxton and Isabella
antagonist in therapy, as you have
Avenues
can they make a pizza. They offer
"That was quite a show you ·
most decidedly left what we like . original, speeiafty and Chicago were putting on back there," I said.
PHONE: 531-4200
to refer to as the real world.
On a last note ... Lunch specials
·stuffed pizza.
·
The pizza boy replied, "What .
This CD earns $$$
are offered Monday - Friday
They also offer a variety of other show?"
- Will Fenton
items including-'- introductions,
"Now your screwing with me."
Contributing Writer
You know the music and all the
salads, hoagies and calzones.
Mio's is also concerned with singing and dancing, it was a nice .
their customers' health by having touch while I was waiting.
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STYUKA weathers storlll, provides eµtertainment
CARNIVAL ATTRACTIONS, FOOD AND MUSIC MAKE THE BEST.OF A RAINY DAY
BY MIKE· KOHLBECKER AND
JONATHAN ·MOSKO
Diversions Editor & Editor-in-Chief
Who ever said the weather can
ruin a good time? Despite Mot~er
Nature's threats last Saturday, the
annual STYUKA festival was an
incredible sucess.
The charity festival was moved
inside the sports center due to "inclement weather," but that failed to
damper the lively atmosphere.
O'Connor Sports Center began
. to come alive.around 4 p.m., when
the college friends from surround-.
ing schools arrived.
They
· scrambled around the game booths
with wide-eyed excitement and
_untamed energy.
The most popular attraction by
far was the medievil knight joust
and sumo wrestler match. Festivalgoers of all ages lined up to challenge their opponents to a joust or
wrestling match.
College Friends who barely fit
into their sumo suits rolled over
each each other in delight. The
older, more competitive types
t~nded to favor the joust, where
they fought until exhaustion.
Other carnival favorites included a giant slide, a basketball
shootout and various gambling
games.
Chicago's Split-habit was
slated to perfrom at 3:30 p.m., but

their van broke down en route to· Though his audience was thinned
out (the College Friends had since
Cincinnati.
As a result, the stage was empty left), he delighted the few in
until the five o' clock hour, when attendence with his pop-rock
Trifecta's deejay began spinning melodies.
What campus event would be
records.
Around 5: 15 p.m. Xavier hip- . complet_e without beer and
hop group Trifecta took the stage. mocktails? Those crazy kids from
Set against the backdrop of a live BACCHUS were making mocktails
band, the trio paced the stage while all night long. As always, they
were a favorite amongst people
offering rhymes to the crowd~
Aside from some unnecessary of all ages.
For those who were of age, there
drug references to a crowd composed primarily of Norwood . was the beer garden (guarded by
elementry school students, Trifecta multiple police officers, even when
went off well. The ·soft saxaphone only two people occupied). The
sounds lacing the songs gave a garden was dead until headliner
Willy Porter came on, at which point
unique sound to the night.
. AfterTrifecta's set, many festi- it was transformed into a lush garval-goers set outto the cafeteria, den of beer merriment.
While the other bands were wellwhere the. cookout had been
recei ved, something about Porter
moved.
The cafeteria delivered a cook- got into the crowd. The audience
out that would make any Kentuck- fell in love with his e~rthy guitar
ianjealous. The meal was complete . work and charismatic stage preswith hamburgers, hot dogs, corn on ence. From the opening guitar
the cob, baked beans and even red- chords, the STYUKA crowd cluscheckered tablecloths. Hell, the tered around the stage, bouncing, .
smell alone was enough to make swaying and dancing in absolute
joy.
mouths water.
Porter was all smiles· as well.
The next performer was Chris
DiCroce. Acoustic guitar in hand, During his two sets, he repeatedly
he led his band in· soulful songs thanked the crowd for the support
about friends, heartbreak and other and seemed to show a genuine appop favorites. His performance preciation for being there. Tired,
w.as reminiscent of John sw~aty and beaming, Porter obliged
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
Mellencamp in the younger days. the c~eering crowd with his vif- Two youthful festival-goers face off in a round of inflatable sumo-wrestling. .
tuoso guitar skills..
lhiswdS one of the many carnival entertainments to be found atthisyear's
Protected from the harsh ele- STYUKA festival.
.
ments, students lingered until the
last sweet notes I drifted out of
the
•L_
sports center gym.

•

Diversions would like to
thank all those who contributed articles this year.
Adam Ziemkiewicz ·
Dan Gallagher
Jay Kalagayan
Julie Smallwood
Sam Stephens
Jason Faber
John Whitaker
The Fat Man
Will Fenton
Mike Moroski
Bryan Erwin
Jackson Goodnight
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there are 1,000 things you didn't even ~now you had·

before graduation·

~raduation

.
:'

countdown· .

class of 2000. network .
graduation amiouncements ··•
o.nline gift registry··
real world guide.
. careers
and awhole lot more

•',

Grad2000.com.
-
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· •. ~gradf'.«{11tXoM'.
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·· .. The right start in _themlworld~
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· · · · · "The best site for students &
grads looking far their first jab:", ·

'

.• Forbes Magazine
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lntro_ducing the Deaconess

·Emergency ·oepartm.ent
90:-riinu.te guarantee· ; ..

You are a student ...
don'~

You

have time to sit in an·

Emergency waiting room for
three hours. First of all; you
obviously

aren'tfeeling

well, and secondly, yo~'ve got
b.etter things to do.

At

CO-ED RESIDENTIAL CATHOLIC
CAMP IN NASHVILLE, IN.DIANA .
General Counselor Positions Available
'·American Red Cross Lifeguard Training Available
High Ropes Facilitator Certification Available
Room and Board Provided
Inclusive Programming
June 2 ~August 12

Deaconess Hospital,

.

we p_romise to get you in

and out within 90 minutes of your a'rrival*. In some
cases,

you may not even wait at all.

You'll

receive friendly, personalized care because that's what
we do best. And we are located within minutes of

Xavier University.

So you don't have to go far or

wait long when you're not feeling well.

Students: Just bring your insurance card and student
· l.D. with you to the Deaconess Emergency Department.
We accept most healthcare. insurance plans.
Deaconess Hospital is located at 311 Straight Street,
at the corner of Clifton Avenue and Straight Street.

For employment application or more information
·Call (toll-free): 1-888;..988-2839 or
E-mail us at : CYOCAMP@AOL.COM

•

I~

...... 11.' ·'

'DEACONESS.
A member of Deaconess Associations Inc.
*Some emergencies mav. require more toan 90 minutes. If more time is needed,
·
students will be informed upon arrival.
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. Excellent Apartment FOR RENT!

~oc;t£d at 938 !ban~ o'f-ue,nul!.f

Become an Olsten assignment employee!
.

.

·Check ·out these benefits

· JUST SOME OF THE FEATURES
.. INCLUDED
ARE:·
·. .
.

•.
•
•
0

·

0

0
0

•

,

Bo"uses

.'

Call LeAnne NOW
••·

.

,.,.,

'

•

•

.

'·'•...

.

•

..

•• •

••

J.

•'

·/'

• General Office
• Accounting
•Data Entry
• Word Processing
• Administrative Assistants

• General Labor
•Assembly .

• Picking/Packing
• Shipping/Receiving
• Forklift

.

''

i. .

"

. '.

iJlj Fifth Third Bani<

.• . · .

FULL SERVICE, FINE DINING, FAST
FOOD~ DELIVERY, FAMILY STYLE,
. MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
. NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY.CLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA &
HEALTHCARE!
1OO's of Food Service Jobs
· Available
,..

Join the Olsten team! . \
·We are looking. for qualified people for:

at·112~0909·.

~ft:E;SllU·R·INTS.- ·,"~

I

.

.

.

. . CALL.NOW/' '.'WORK NOW!

:

• Direct hire

.

\

;.

•Temp-to-hire·
• Long-tenn ·
• Short-term·
•Part-time

• Earn good pay
• Receive a paycheck every week
It Free Software training
• $50. Referral
• Quart.erly Bonuses
.· ·
. & More
.

llULl..Y llURNISBl~D!!! · ·
llRl~I~ LAUNDRY!
OFtt S'fREE'f·t•ARKINt~!
. 3 lll~DROOllS;
111.ATBROOll, Kl'fCBl~N,·
l ..IVING 80011!
. CAlll..E READY!
ONLY $750 PER llONTBi
. SHORT WAl..K TO
CAllPUS!
..

!

Positions A·vailable!

·. ·

DW.JI U
r (
I "'= ·1
I

•

The motion picture blockbuster•••the TV sensation

. ·an . ow...LIVE ON .STAGEI

NOW "HIRING .
CALL 1-877-991-9292
FREE SERVICE

.•

RESTAURANT JOB LINE

~THE MUS. IC AL~
·_·APRIL 18-30 ARON.OFF CENTER
241-7469

. Tickets: Broadway Series (120 E. 4th St.), Aronoff Center Box Office,
1:ic;8e'f..Tfias"'ter ·outlets ticl<iit:masmr..co,,.,
WWll)l.broadwayseries.com
.....=::::::IL..
• .

.

.

I

.

.

...... "·""""'''"'"C""'""""~M-M~-

fflOM

~:~

ENTU\TAINM£NT

www.FameTheMusical.com

..

· •

.·;.
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11m an adult literacy futor. I thought it·
woulcl be hard-teaching_ adults.
Now I think it would be hard to· stop.

.SHARPEN YOUR
COMPE1ITIVE

EDGE WITH

AIR FORCE ROTC.
No matter what area ·
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force ·

career success.
Call Capt Mike Dudley at 556-2237.

For local volunteer informatio'n contact:

___ -

·---..
____ __,... -....
. ·-- -..
~========-:-:::::.
Iii
--- --·~-===
_,,.
=--~=..::...~=

..

-.....~

~1¥'1~

Add a new dimension to your life...volunteer.

~

:

The Literacy Network of Greater Cincinnati
621-7.323 (621-READ)

>

l

Leadership Excellence Starts Here . ·

I

IT' 5

A

c

A

T
W

W

y

WORLD

For additional information contact the National Institute for literacy hotline
at 1~800-228-8813 or visit www,nifl.gov

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SEA'VICES·

TUITION .FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be·sa
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Suppleme1 ital Retirement Annuities

24-hour helpline
Free_ pregnancy tests

321-3100
Pregnancy Problem
Center, East, Inc;.

IT'S EASY TD SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

(SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
. With funds automatically deducted from your paychEck,
you can easily buil.d income to supplement your pension ·
and Social Security.

$102,068
$67,514

~ la•~femdsavlngnfterlmsl

. •
-

After·IUsavlngs

•.

·

.. -1

-

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by
taxes until you withdraw the funds. 1 Add to that TIAACREF's solid investment performance, bolstered by our

The June 12th LSAT

commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more

is approaching!

money working for you.
So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire-

10YEAR5

20YEAR5

JO YEARS

Get the score
that ·gets.·you in.

ment today with tax-deferred SRAs. We think you will find
it rewarding in the years to come.
INVEST AS LITTLE AS

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month
in a tax·deferred investment with. an 8% return in a
28% tax bracket shows better growth than the same
net amount put into a savings a11oun1.l

Classes begin:
Wednesday, Aprll 26th

$25amonth
through an automatic
payroll plan2

Call today to enrolll

1. Uoderfederal ta• law, withdrawals prior to age 59 1/2 are subject to restrictions, and may also be subject to a 10% additional ta•. 2.You may be able to Invest up to the IRS ma•·
lmum of $10,500 per year. To receive a personalized calculation of your ma•lmum contribution, call TIAA·CREF at 1 800 842-2776. 3.The chart above Is presented for Illustrative
purposes only and does not reOect actual performance, or predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect e•penses. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services,
Inc.distributes CREF certificates and.interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account.Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.distributes the variable component oft he personal annu·
itles,mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co. Issue Insurance and annultle.s.TIM·CREFTrust Company, FSB provides trust services.
lllWltmlnl productunt not FDIC ln•ured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.for more complete infNmation on our securhles products, Including charges and
e>cpenses,cafl 1 800 842-2776,ext 5509, forthe prospectuses. Read them carefully before you Invest or send money.Cl 2000 TIM·CREF 1/00.

...

1·800·KAP·TEST

~

kaptest.com AOL keyword! kapl~n

.

.

.

:
•

Kaplan gets .you· in.

·
•

'

'

•

·

..
'1
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· A discount on most merchandise at Lazarus is just one of the great things you'il enjoy as
·
an associate at FApi. Our many advantages include:

Buying·.it

'

'

. $8.50-$10.75/hr + $~75 increase eff. 4/30/00

••
IS

(based on position and directly related experience)
• Advancement potential . • On-site credit. union. & ATM
• Fun atmosphere with many associate activities
·Paid weekly • Casual dress • Paid training
• Eligibility for 20% Lazarus discount
• Medical benefits (full.time, after 2 months)
· • Associate Referral Bonuses • $200-$750
• Tuition reimbursement up to 100%
• Eligibility for semi-annual pay increases of up to 14% annually
··
·
• Convenient location right off I-71
We have a variety of full-time, part-time and short hour (minimum of 15 hours
r week) opportunities available in the followin·g are.as:

with
your

COLLECTIONS
CUSTOMER SERVICE CREDIT ANALYZING
CUSTOMER SERVICE
INTERNET CUSTOMER SERVICE
CATALOG SALES
CLERICAL
BEDDING SALES*
.
• Please call Jennifer at 573-2599 for Bedding Sales only.
Plan on spending 90 fact filled minutes with us. YOu'll complete an application
and learn about our fun, growing company, cu~rent jobs and super benefits. You
will also have the opportunity-to interview with one of our managers. To qualify
you must possess a _HS diploma or GED.
·

398-5221 ~

For more information or directions, call
(or if necessary, toll free 1-888-337-FACS)

FACS

·

~mai·I.: facsr.ecruit@fds.com ~. ~fk

.. Equal Opportunity For A l l .

~ ~

\

tone flabby prose
. sculpt your style

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue
-Free Heat
- Walk io Campus
- Cable hook-up
-Parki;zg
-Air-Conditioning

Manager: Art

Office:

961-3786

474-5093

THE SOLUTION IS
.
'
SIMPLE - WHEN
.NEXTYEAR·
COMES,
ADVERTISE
HERE.
CALL 745-3561
TO FIND OUT.
MORE.
.

,.kickbox grammatical errors

open six days a week. for your workout needs

James ·(i,]~1111 Wri-l!i11g Ce11-l!er

745-2~_- J
_J

__

NEWSW'illE
we have issues.

Off-Cainpus Housing

SUCH ABUSES JN
THE FUTURE.

stretch your vocabulary

~u.ed~/·w.

Army Medicine.
Be All You Can Be.

WE KNOW YOU·
·ARE NOW
DOUBTLESS .
WONDERING .
. WHAT YOU CAN
DO TO. PREVENT

bulk up your thesis

0

. 502-423-7342

LOOK Ar:.THl:S
SHAMtESS·
~STE. OF ,SPACE.

stop procrastinating

__r-Alter Bl.2 ©
ritcntr/-©
Mon-Thurs 9.30-8.30 & Fri 9.30~3.30 & Sun 1-9p

. . Call Army Health Care:

Accepting Applications
$320and up

. FINAOOAL
and CREDIT
SERVICES

discount.

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS
Scholarship: Tuition Plus
··
Stipend.

'
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HAVE.
SOM.ETHING
YOU.NEED·
: TO.SELL?
.

-..

TRY PLACIN
· A CLASSIFIE .
IN THE NE .

~

you. know that little .vq~9e':". ·
<; ;,lns·ide; that. s·ays J~I·,·,,#a?l't''?
· ·. ..:.·::t.:.::~Ki s.·
.
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Call 745~3561.
Ask for Lance.
..

~

. . .·,. :

PIAJOHll'S

·,

. .. rJ/. 0. • . •
·. . . . ,
· rA\,v~
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Bettl'r -I n~rnlienls; ·
Bet ll'r Pi 1.·1.a.
·

Call:

513 - 731 - 5959

Drivers. earn up to. s·1 s.oo per
hour!
Required.:
Flexible Schedule
Good Driving Record
Insurance·.
Your Own Vehicle

*Ask for Scott or Ly~n

'

.

•

I

~1
:j

:'

WE NEED.AN
ONLl·NE EDITOR
FOR TH=E:· 2000•01.·.
SCHO.OL YEAR..
.. .

.:.: ...
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Classif.ied- ads are 25 cents per- word with a $5 minimum. To place your classified· ad in_ The
Newswire call the advertising manag~r, L_ance Schuerger, at (513)745-3561 or send an e-mail to
neWsvvireads@yahoo.com

Sumrner day camp located
north of Cincinnati: hiring counselors: All necessary training
provided. Gre11t hours; excellent pay and a fun summer experience. Call Amanda at 772- 5888
204. .
100 instructors/couriselors
needed .. Cc>"ed ·sleepaway
camp in Pocono Mountains; Pa.
More than 60 ·land/water activities. Good salary/tips! Call
(800) 422~9842 o.r visit_
www.campcayuga:com -

The Cincinnati Post is look- ing -for students interested in
·taking high school sports
- scores over the phone and
writing brief- game capsules.
Paid stringers are needed Sun.Thurs. Call Frank Carini at 3522767.

-- Immediate openings students earn $375-$575
weekly processing/assem- _
bling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessa-ry ; .. we train you! .Call
MediCard (54-1) 386-5290,
ext. 300.

Three programmers
OJJly! To join start-up and
receive 15% equity position
of company. Experience_
with most of the following:.
ASP, HTML, Java Script,
CGI and Perl, Unix for Web
Programmers. We also part- ner witti Individuals to help
.. get great i_deas to market
Serious inquirers only. You
can work from your location! E-mail resume to
freetell@hotmail.com
Looking to hire caring
.student(s) to train my 3-1/2year-<;>ld son year round in my
home in Erlanger (Northern)
Kentucky. The training will include sensory integration, (oc- ·
cupational) therapy and applied
behavioral analysis (speech
and_ language therapy). I will
arrange for training the right
person_. My -son does NOT
have any disturbing behaviors:
Please call Stacy at 342-8265
or 344-1881 or e-mail at
stacybudgirl@fuse.net -

MISC.
$FUNDRAISER$
Open. to student groups
& organizations: Earn $5/MC
app. We supply all materials
at no cost. Call for info or visit
· our.website. (800) 932-0528
X65. www.ocmconcepts.com

For rent: 3 bedroom apt.
938 Dana Ave. -$750/month.
Call 772-0909. .
Spacious 3-bedroom apartment in North _Avondale available~ Located a half mile from
-Xavier's campus. Apartment
set in tum of the century mansion. Features are a full kitchen
including dishwasher and disp_osal, ceiling fans, air conditioning, hardwood floors, deck,
off-street parking & laundry on
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
at 351-_2178 ext. 101.

Loving caregiver-_ needed
Approximately 1/4 mile
for 2nd-grade girl and 3rdfrom Xavier at ttie corner of
grade boy in my Anderson
Cleneay Avenue and Mont-_
Township home, star.ting
gomery Road. We have an
March 27. School year hours:
immediate opening for a part4- -7 p.m. and 8 a.m.-7 p.m.Jn
time cashier/operator. Reliabil·
the summer. Reliable trans·
ity is imperative. The hours reportatiori needed. Call Patty at
quired are Mondays (5-9
3 bdrm apt. near Oakley
583-6370 from 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
p.m.), Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.),
Square. Large rooms; eat in
or 223-9505 after 7 p.m.
· Wednesdays (5-9 p.m.) and_
kitchen and balcony. $810/
Saturdays (10 a.m.-4 p.m.).
Summer job available .in
month. Includes all utilities and
Cincinnati. Taking classes the _
Approximately 17 total hours
laundry. Call 305-5021.
_second half of summer?
per week. To interview. call Mr.
Personal trainers needed!!
House for re-nt. 991 Dana
Elmlinger at 531-5500 from 8
Fitness,. nutrition & personal
Looking for work in May/June
Ave. Spacious! 8 bedrooms, _3
·97 Nissan Altima. Assu'me
training service is hiring certia.rii.-5 p.m. MondaY-Friday.
.or even July? Landscape with
baths. Equipped! Walk to camlease at $245/rilonth. No
Brad. Good pay; lots of hours.
fied personal trainers, as well
EARN MONEY
pus! Plenty of parking! Call:
money down. Credit approval
Call 378~4217 ASAP. .
as exercise physiology, kineWe're looking for men and
321-0043 or 241-9421.
required. Call 697-7004.
siology a_nd athletic training
women to deliver the new teleTop 2 floors •of 2-family
Furniture for sale. 4 pcs.majors with knowledge in ba~
-phone directories from Cincin·.
Landscaping PT - FT posi(4 bdrm) on Floral Ave.
black
glider,
green
armchair,
sic muscle kinesiology and bionati Bell. Work in your area,
-tions available. Worki_ng in the
Approx. 1 mile from campus!
multi-color dresser and laven~
mechanics. This is a great opwork_ full time or part time and
Hyde Park/Mt. Lookout area;
Yard, storage, laundry-lots
der couch. All for $75 or best .
portunity to get experience in _ get paid upon -completiori of
Summer
day
camp
coun·
- We will be la_ndscaping Cintas
- of space! $1200/month. Call
offer. Call 924-0705.
the health and fitness field. We
selors needed in CinCinnati.
- .each route. To qualify, you must
Center in May. Call today for
351-9508.
'Offer part-time positions, flexbe 18 or older, have_ a valid -_- - an interview at 271-2332.
Weekdays 9:30 a.m. " 3:30
Adorable - efficiency
ible hours and pay rates based
p.m. Outdoor program
driver's license and social seacross from campus. New
Let
us
help
you
get
started
on experience and credentials.
needs swimming,instuctors, curity card and have an inappliances. Ca!pet, laundry
. in the qusiness world! If you
If interested please call Renay
male group -counselors, .
- sured vehicle. To apply, call
and great closets. Bright,
a
profession
are
looking
for
today at World Gym at 583drama, singing, gymnastics,
Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5
cheery and quiet. Best value
'
f.!e
sales
and
_marketing
in
0100.
rifle, tennis and other
p.m. Call (800) 979-7978. Di$295. Call 961-5555.
can help. We will offer you:
activity leaders. Flexible
rectory Distributing Associa-_
Call now! Work now! Res$2,000/month
guaranteed,
House for. rent. 6 bdrm,
starting time May - July. Call
tion. We are an EOE.
taurant Job Line! Call: (877)
• paid training, flexible hours,
2 full baths, eat-in kitchen,
Camp
Wildbrook
at
931-2196.
Norwood-4 bdrm apt./du991-9292.
demo program, health insurDR,LR, full basement, unfurDirector of religious edu_ STUDENT .WORK
plex. ·5 miles from campus. Air
ance,
401
K,
pre-paid
dental,
nished, new paint, fixtures
cation. First Unitarian Church,
$11.25 base pay. Flexible
- Golf course grounds
conditioning, free laundry, off
paid vacation aswell as great
and plumbing. Laundry room _-'411
Avondale. Begin mid-August,
sch_edules~. 5-30 _hrs./week.
crew. 5 minutes. from camstreet parl<ing, rooms have
and fun work environments.
in basement. All newly reno- \
30 hrs/week. Strong, support- Customert:· service/sales, pus, outd9or work on a beauphone hook~ups and ·cable is.
We want the opportunitY to
vated; Parking available
scholarahips available. -Condiive congregation. Coritact .
tiful_ course. Full time or.part available, $900/month. Call 731help
you
get
started
In
a
sales
across street and street
Vicki
Ragsdale
572-6341
or
tions apply. Call 671-4823; - 5523.
time, male/female, $7-8/hr.
and marketing career. e11:1ase
_parking. 3635 Montgomery
ragsdalev@NKU.EDU
- www.workforstudents.com/np
Immediate-openings. Call
_call Steve Haynes or Ed
Rd, Call Bob at 616~3592.
Norwood 2- and 3-bed_Mark at 608-4004.
PJ/FTJ1elp needed! LookPizzeria Uno now acceptWelsh for_a confidential intery2kBUNKERS.com. -Hyde
room -apartments. Newly
ing for someone to work 3-4
Volunteers needed for day
- Ing applications for front of
-view at385·3900.
-renovated kitchen and bath,
Park, short-term stay. $7/night ,
days a week in a country club
camp Stepping Stones. Feel
house and back of house_
- Office assistant needed.
hardwood .floors, laundry; off$70-$120/week. Washer/dryer,.
setting. Work would be in golf
good and. have fun this surripositions. Experience a plus,
$8;50/hr. Answering phones
central air.
street. parking and clean. shop operations, -Several benmer! Help kids .with disabilities
- - but will trairi. We -offer com- _
- and dat~ entry, Evenings & _SatPrice: $450 and_ $600 + utili1 bdrm apt. Close to camefits• and flexible hours;. Looktake part in Stepping Stones'
petitive
wages,
flexiblei
_sched~
· urdays; Oakley area. _Please
- ties. Call 861 "4111.
pus. New kitchen, wall to wall
-ing for responsible person with
day camp. Activities include uling,
meal
discouritsi
dental,
fax resume to 979~5392.
. Fantastic house for rent" ' carpet, washer and dryer, very good interpersonal skiUs. Call
swimming, .fishing, nature, arts
health and life insurance.
Teac:hers wanted. - The
-near
campus; 2 bdrrns,-washer/
clean. 779~4888. 2200 Lawn
Kenwood Country Club at 561&crafts, sports, etc. Indian Hill/
Credit union and 401 K. Apply
Goddard School of Landen lodryer; outdoor patio/deck, AC,
·Ave;-_
7397. Ask for Brian or Gil
Terrace Park area. Call 831af627 Walnut St, downtowri
- . cated .in Mason is seeking dishwasher, new kitchen, lg. '
4660.
Cincinnati. Across from the
-. Searching _for an exciting -· teachers and assistants for our
House for.rent. 6 bdrms, 2
living room'. $310/person. Call.
Pool managers, lifegaurds.
Aronoff
Center.
Or
call:
621
•
outdoor summer job close to
baths, security system, new
high quality preschool program.
351
~2953 or 556-1098 for info.
8667.
· Hiring now. for slimmer posiXavier? Look no further, we
carpet, close to Xavier, very
Flexible hours; .;573-9132.
Now hiring· students to work
tions ...Excellent pay, work out~
House -for rent. -6 bdrm,
need positive, energetic team
clean, beautiful old house.
doors! Call 777-1444.
-3-4. hrs at Summer Special
porch and balcony, washer
- Lone Star Steakhouse &
Available June 1, 2000. '779.
players for the summer sea·
Events starting in May. Exceland dryer, very clean, walk to
Saloon: Now hiring friendly, en- 4888. 3639 Brooks Ave.
son. No experience nee., $8Part-time marketing/manlent pay. Convenient and flexcampus and security system.
ergetic servers for ·our busy_
$12/hr to start, performance
agement. Stay in_ school and
ible hrs. Need transportation;
Available June 1; 2000. 779·
restaurant.
Great
money,
flex.
·
based
-raise
after
training,
FT/
earn $20+/hr. Products at the
··
Call Tom at 588-8626.
4888. 3472 Woodburn Ave.
hours.
Apply
in
per$on
at
9890
PT,
immediate
interview,·
call
top of people's wish lists. Call
Escort Dr., Mason, Ohio.
886-6069.
_ or fax Ron at 489~3441.

ext.

FOR SALE.

FORRENT

$9.50/hr. Part-time, flexible
hours, full-time summer. Variety of duties for small giftware
co. Occasional heavy lifting.
Call 248-2268, Eastgate/
Milford.

This space
forre·nt.Call 745-3561, _
ask for Lance or
,Beth. ,._., ,'. ·-'~

in a perfect world
i'd know my neighbors better
i' d volunteer with the red cross
my career would be limitless
i' d just be myself

CBS In partnership wfth a prestlglous-financlal 591
\lice co.; hiring profe>sslonol career mlrided indlviduols w/college &/or Inside sales exp.

Co will sponsor you lor series. 7 and
certification
Responsibilities-include:
•Learning key product lines .
.•Developing financial strategies
•Executing trades -

Oppty includes: Excellent benefits~
401 K. paid-training, and a wide variety
of avail. shifts.
·
Call our recNlter Amy Giiiand Mitchell
_or Mlchelte -Cestarfc .@ 651-I l 11 or fax
resume 651-3052
'
~
.

-

-

Ws your turn to take charge. To make a difference. To shape the future. A_t AirTouch Cellular we' re
_right behind you ollthe way. We are committed to helping our employees get all they con from
their careers and.their lives. That's why we encourage teamwork and provide the latest
technologies. We want you to reoch·your full potential, ond at AirTouch, now you con. Consider
the following careers at our Cincinnati location:
-

Service Technicians
Retail Sales Representatives.
Kiosk Sales Representatives
Visit our Web site for j~b descriptions and requiremenis
At AirTouch Cellular, we offer:_
Free Cellular Phone with Airtime• Tuition Reimbursement• Company matching 401 (k)
Excellent Health, Dental, & Vision Benefits Starting on the 1st Doy of Employment Career
- Growth Opportunities • Paid Vacations &Holidays
Interested candidates, please forward a resume, indicating position of interest and Job-Code, to:
Airtouch Cellular, Job Code: SS-200-ER·041200, Attn: District Manager, 12191 Princeton Pike,
Cincinnati, OH 45246. Fox: (8001 903-8481. E·mail: jabs@airlouch.com No-phone calls, ·
please. EOE.
_

~-

A IR TOUCH"

www.airtouch.com

Now you c~m.

·"
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CAMPUS CALENDAR·

24 week of APRIL 12, 2000

~fit,:.:.~.~~•!!~
April 12

.

· After weeks of training at Calendar City's own marirfe base,
known in close circles as Fort
Lazy-and-Sarcastic, I feel as if I
am ready to take the task of in~
forming my public. In fact, I feel
I have been trained so well, I will
now refer to anyone who happens to read this as MY public, ·
·-as opposed to my private, which
would require a couple more
weeks. of training. So, here I am
with big feet ready to fill big
shoes. It's kind of like LBJ after
JFK in the Oval Office, Justin
Bateman after Michael J. Fox in
Teen Wolf, or Hungry, Hungry
Hippo. I'm not exactly sure how
it's like the latter marble-based
game, but, as my public, I trust
you will understand.

By. Adam Ziemkiewicz
· To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or_ mail to ML 2129.
,
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.·April 13

.

.Speaking of papers, has.anyone
else seen furry animals that kind of
look like Disney's Gummy Bears
dancing around the computer lab
late at night? The one that looked
like Tummy(you know ·the one ·who
ioved to eat all the time and drink
his gummy berry juice) gave me the
thesis for my last English paper.
Then, he just disappeared, and I
didn't even get to thank him. That's
just like those Gummy Bears; .

Of all the things in this world
"I've seen the light, oh the
that could. be spiked - hair, a dog
light I've seen. I've seen. the
'collar, a soiilewhat disturbing
light of Saint Caffeine. Of other·
movie about a mass murderer in
drugs, oh, I am clean. I pray to . New York - my all-time favorite
you Saint Caffeine." It's time to
thing to be spiked is a volleyball.
make your weekly pilgrimage to
You can join in the International
the Romero Center to pay hom- · Students; Volleyball Tournament .
age to our patron saint of conoutside Buenger today from 3 to
sciousness. With all the papers
5 p.m. I think it's rourd robin.
coming up; you may need a little
I'm sure there will be prizes.
intercession, at 3:30 p.m.
Xavier baseball plays UC today,
in what has been haphazardly
named "The Crosstown You're·out!
No I'm not, I was safe. No, you're
out. Safe. Out. Safe. Out." Witness
the possibility of more umpiric
cleverness, phis some good baseball at 3 p.m. at Hayden Field,
which is just across the street. Y~m
.can always hear "loy to The World"
emanating from the field. You
. know they're there, go watch.

. FRIDAY."
April 14

If you've been on Microsoft
lately, then you have met my new
friend. His name is Mortimer.
He is a little cartoon picture of a
paper clip. He just sits in the cor. ·ner of the screen with his unnerving gaze, and I swear, .if you look
closely, he is dancing dead-on· the
beat of Debbie Gibson's "Electric
Youth." Not onl,Y that, he stares

at you with this snide grin .on his
·face which seems to say:· "You .
are a failure. Your paper is garbage. You will amount to nothing." And he continues to taunt
me with his little jig and ·bugeyes. I can't· concentrate because I start to think maybe he's
right, maybe my college years
have been a waste and will bring
me no closer to my future .goals
and then I start to sweat, and I ·
C\ln't breathe ... searching for
oxygen ... must find pills ... Now,
that's· some frightening art.
However, if you want to see
. some great, non-psychopathic
art by two students, Josette
Mitsch and Christie Reinshagen,
go to Cohen Art Gailery at 6 p.m.
for an opening reception, and
then come back again all week.
Does anyone else wake up in a
cold sweat in the middle of the
night because you miss Danny
Pintauro; Jonathan from T.V.'s
"Who's The Boss?"' Well,
maybe that's just me. However,
you can bring your own obsessions and creative thoughts to
Kelley Auditorium because
Xavier Players' improv and
sketch comedy show is back.
Toolbox takes the stage at 7:30
p.m., and it is only $3 at the door.
, There are a lot of restaurants'
that specialize in American fare everything from chicken fingers to
hamburgers to grilled chicken
. fettucine. But, you'll' be hard~

pressed to find good international fare. Well, the International Students are presenting an
International Fair at 4 p.m. out-·
side of the University Center. I
realize they spell "fare" differently. Perhaps they are mistaken.
Or maybe theya:ie going to have
caking contests and pig
wrastlin/ You can rest assured
the evening will end with a monster truck pull and the delectable
country stylings of Alabama, if
they aren't above playing the
fair circuit now.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Could it be? Another night
of madcap adventure? Toolbox
is back for its second night. No
two shows are the same, and if
you don't Hke to laugh, you
should go anyway, you might
win a gift certificate. What constitutes a madcap anyway?
Would you classify the hats that
Devo wears in their "Whip It"
video . as mad? Anyway, Toolbox,
7:30 p~m. ,iri Kelley Auditorium .

·1;;:11~.l•J!HI
·.April 16
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- ATIDALWAVE of
For Student Employment Appreciation Week these departments .wish to honor their Student Employees:
THEOLOGY.
"Thanks Sarah, from the
Theology Department"
MILITARY SCIENCE. ·
"Andrea, Cory, and Jes".'
sica, thanks for your hard
work!!! Now get down and
knock out 20!!'"
BURSAR'S: OFFICE
"To Catie, Joe, Megan,
Cory, Bridgette, Stacy,
Patricia, Andy, & Jennifer:
Marw thanks for all your
hard work. We couldn't do
it without you!"
FACULTY SERVICES
"Copy, copy, ·staple, staple,
you need it when?!! Julie
and Amy of Faculty Services, Thanks!"
ACADEMIC/ATHLETIC
ADVISING
. "Kudos to Natalie Suer for
a job well done! - AAC
staff!"

· WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS
·
."Nicole Weber and Kim Farrell.
Thanks for all you do for us;
From Claudia, Cindy; and Karen."
PARENT RELATIONS
"Thanks to Tara and Kelly for all ·
of your hard work! Love, Megan
& Helen."
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN
HEALTH SERVICES ADMIN.
"Carrie and Jocelyn, you are the
best! We'll miss you, Carrie!
Good luck!"
PEAC~ & JUSTICE PRQGRAMS
,
"Kara, Suzanne, & Jeff. Thanks
for all you do at DOH - you're the
best! Fr. Ben, Mike, Susan and
Erin."

ENGLISH
"Thank you, Jenny Chwalibog,
for easing our burdens and
brightening our days .. From
Trudelle Thomas, Carol
Winkelmann, and Joe Wessling."

..

Grab your tarot cards .and your
crystal ball, it's Palm Sunday!
It's that one special day of the
year when we appreciate the
hands God has given us. And
what better way to utilize our
. palms than by casually strol,ling
over to the University Center
Theatre to hear the Jazz Ensemble at 8: 15 p.m. My only
_April 15
suggestion would be a dance
I will now simulate a trumpet
floqr and more flute solos. The
call, for it is indeed Honors Day.
two seem to go hand· in hand.
That's right folks. It's that an- . They perform "Georgia On My
nual event at which· the univerMind" better than Michael
sity heaps pantloads of accoBolton, if you can believe that.
lades on all the deserving contestants, I· mean, students. Do ·
you remember in "With Honors" when Joe Pesc.i drove on
April 17
the roof of that van? Wouldn't
Monday seems pretty empty,
it be great if, instead of the·cerwhat with this being the week bee.mony, all the recipients were
fore the Lord comes back. In
required to grow shaggy beards
honor of this event; I will offer
and ride on top of their respeca surefire way to ruin a romantive vehicles? It would give
tic moment: The sound of flipparents added incentive to visit
flops on concrete.
their children, to see what we.
really learn in school. Don't
worry about the details of th~
April 18
event, if y_ou're involved, I am
sure you have plenty of inf<;>rWe are oh so close to ending
mation. If you're riot invovled,
this year. So, enjoy yourself. But,
you might not even notice.
be careful, Mortimer is ·watching.

• CAPS/SUMMER SESSIONS : · ·BIOLOGY - NSF GRANT
. "Reneeand·AnneMarie: Thanks ·"Cl:tris Lidel, we v~lue.your
for all your gdodwork!: From.·
technical trouble-shooting
and know how you're unflapCAPS, WOP, and SUMMER
SESSIONS." · .
. ·
pablel Thanks, Dr. Laine
and Ms. Heath."
WRITING CENTER
"3 cheers for the Writing Center ESL
. staff! Thanks for all your hard
"Kayo Tanaka, thank you for
work."
all of yourhelp - ESL
Department:'
REGISTRAR
"Beth, Andrea, Michael, Valerie;
Teresa,. Lish, Katie, Layla,
Micah, Mike, Susannah, Erica,
Vioka, Andy, Megan, Jenny,
Brian, Stephanie, Christina.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE
XAVIER COMMUNITY."
CAREER SERVICES
"Career Services salutes Sarah,
·Jason, Stacy, Steve. A seawor-.
thy team who ride our waves of
. work each day:'
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
"Thanks Ann. Marie, Jennie, and
Scott for a job well done! From
the Jospeph Gang."

